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Abstract

This research is conducted at NedTrain, a maintenance organization, which has their own
stock of spare parts which are necessary for the maintenance of rolling stock and owns a
repair shop for repairing the spare parts. Repair shop control and inventory control are two
decision functions which are important in this process. To align the decisions made by these
decision functions, an interface agreement needs to be made. This agreement is a decision
made on a tactical level. Currently at NedTrain the Min-max interface agreement is used,
in which repair shop control has the responsibility to maintain the inventory level between
a minimum and maximum level. An alternative interface agreement specifies regular and
emergency repair lead times that have to be adhered to.

The performance of operating under these interface agreements with respect to fill rate,
expected backorders and the ability to adhere to the agreement are compared.The Min-max
agreement performs favourably in this comparison. We also provide an algorithm to deter-
mine the turn-around stock of repairable spare parts and the minimum levels of the interface
agreement. Numerical experiments indicate that the present performance can be improved
by using this algorithm.

Keywords Maintenance, Spare parts, Inventory control, Repair shop control, Interface
agreement, Control mechanism, Turn-around stock, Min-max interface agreement, Lead-
time interface agreement, Dynamic priority rule
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Management Summary

The research indicates that the performance of Min-max interface agreement currently used
at NedTrain can be improved by optimizing the turn-around stock and the minimum levels.
The current model is compared with an alternative interface agreement which specifies reg-
ular and emergency repair times that have to be adhered to. From the results becomes clear
that the Min-max interface agreement holds more promise for future use with respect to the
fill rate and expected backorders.

NedTrain B.V. is a fully owned subsidiary of the Dutch Railways (NS). They are spe-
cialized in the maintenance, servicing, cleaning and overhaul of rolling stock. NedTrain has
their own stock of spare parts which are necessary for the maintenance of rolling stock and
owns a repair shop for repairing spare parts. The focus of this research is on the inventory
and repair process of changeables. Changeables are repairables which do not have their own
maintenance cycle and an unique identity. These parts are needed for the maintenance of
rolling stock.

The focus of this research is on two decision functions, repair shop control and inventory
control, and the interface between these two. On the interface between these decision func-
tions, agreements must be made such that both control functions can be treated separately
and that decisions made by both decision functions are aligned. The interface agreement
does not specify how the decision functions have to live up to the agreements. Each deci-
sion function has the freedom to use any control mechanism as long as they adhere to the
agreements made on the interface.

The two interface agreements which are compared, are the Min-max interface agreement
and the Lead-time interface agreement. In the Min-max agreement, it is specifies the repair
shop has the responsibility to maintain the inventory level (on-hand stock minus backorders)
at the warehouse above a pre-defined minimum and maximum level. The control mechanism
the repair shop uses to adhere to the agreement, is by assigning priorities to parts, based
on the inventory level of an SKU. The warehouse (inventory control) specifies the minimum
level and the turn-around stock for every SKU. In the Lead-time interface agreement it
is specified that the repair shop has the responsibility to repair parts within a pre-agreed
lead-time. There are two kinds of lead-times, a regular lead-time and a shorter, emergency
lead-time. The length of the lead-times and the percentage of the parts which can get an
emergency lead-time is also specified in the agreement. The control mechanism the repair
shop uses in case of the Lead-time interface agreement is the priority rule Earliest due-date.
In the warehouse, the threshold and the minimum level are determined and the decision is
made which parts get an emergency lead-time.

The need for this research has risen from a design rule specified by Driessen et al.
(2010). In this research a control framework for maintenance of spare parts is given for an
environment like NedTrain. In this framework it is stipulated that the interface agreement
between inventory control and repair shop control should be based on lead-times. However,
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at NedTrain the Min-max interface agreement is used. Before the two mechanisms can be
compared, for both mechanisms a close to optimal parameter setting has to be obtained.
This is very useful for NedTrain because when doing this it can be seen whether it is possible
to improve the performance of the currently used Min-max interface agreement. These aims
have led to the following research questions:

1. Can the performance of the fill rate and other KPIs of interest, of the currently used
Min-max interface agreement be improved, by changing the values of the turn-around stock
and the minimum level?

2. Which interface agreement holds more promise for further implementation, the Min-max
interface agreement or the Lead-time interface agreement?

Both interface agreements are compared in two situations, the As-Is and the To-Be
situation. In the As-Is situation the current values of the minimum levels and turn-around
stock are used. In the To-Be situation these values are determined using an optimization
model. For the development of this model Song & Zipkin (2009) is used.

For both interface agreements, models are developed and compared using a simulation
program, Chi. Several assumptions are made in the models: the interarrival time between
parts is exponential distributed, the repair capacity in the repair shop is fixed, the repair
times are gamma distributed and the turn-around stock is under both inter-face agreements
the same. The main KPIs of interest are the fill rate (equal to the networkservice rate,
which is the main KPI used at NedTrain), expected backorders (EBO), investment costs
and the fraction of time the repair shop adheres to the agreement (minrate). A case study
is done for one of the four repair groups at the repair shop of NedTrain; respectively the
repair group Electric. The most important results of this case study are the following:

• Research question 1: The performance of the Min-max interface agreement can
be improved by changing the parameters of the turn-around stock and the minimum
levels. The performance can be improved for the KPIs: EBO, fill rate, minrate and
investment costs. A parameter setting is obtained, using the optimization model,
which results in an investment costs decrease from e9.1 million to e3.4 million, an
increase in fill rate from 0.84 to 0.92, an increase in minrate (fraction of the time
the repair shop is able to adhere to the interface agreement) from 0.82 to 0.90 and a
decrease in EBO from 13 to 2.5.

• Research question 2: The Min-max mechanism holds more promise for further
implementation than the Lead-time interface agreement in case the utilization is higher
than 0.86. In this case the Min-max interface agreement has better performance with
respect to the EBO and fill rate. When the utilization is lower than 0.86, there is no
significant difference between the performance of the two interface agreements with
respect to the EBO and fill rate. Therefore the Lead-time model works better since it
is better able to adhere to the interface agreement.

The most important recommendations for NedTrain are the following:

• Optimal turn-around stock and minimum level: It would be beneficial for
NedTrain to search for an optimal parameter setting for the turn-around stock and the
minimum levels. Which meet their specific preferences with respect to the maximum
number of backorders allowed and the maximum percentage of parts which gets a
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higher priority (related to the minimum levels). The optimization model developed in
this research can be used for this purpose.

• KPIs: It is recommended to develop other KPIs which makes it easier to monitor
the performance of the repair shop, warehouse and the total network. When the
performance is monitored better, it is easier to analyse and improve the performance.
Examples of KPIs which could be interesting: expected backorders, expected duration
of a backorder and fraction of time the repair shop is able to adhere to the agreements
made.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Research Questions

In the first section of this chapter, NedTrain is introduced. In section 1.2, an overview of the
principle of maintenance of rolling stock is depicted. All organizational units of importance
for this research are discussed in this section. After that, the concept of interface agreement
between inventory control and repair shop control is explained in section 1.3. In this section
the two different interface agreements which will be compared in this research, are intro-
duced. In section 1.4, literature related to the interface agreements is given. Subsequently,
in section 1.5, the research questions are described. The scope is given in section 1.6 and in
section 1.7 an overview of the outline of the report is given.

1.1 Company Background

NedTrain B.V. (NedTrain) is specialized in maintenance, servicing, cleaning and overhaul of
rolling stock. NedTrain, previously NS Equipment (NS Materieel), has more than 150 years
of experience in the maintenance of rolling stock. NedTrain is a fully owned subsidiary of the
Dutch railways (NS), which is a company owned by the Dutch government. The installed
base which is maintained by NedTrain consists of 2850 coaches. Currently, about 3000 full
time employees are working at NedTrain. The turnover in 2006 amounted to 475 million
Euro (NedTrain, NS, 2012). NedTrain has 35 service sites (SB), 4 maintenance depots (OB)
and 2 refurbishment workshops, which are all located in the Netherlands. The main services
NedTrain provides are (NedTrain, 2012):

• Maintenance on daily, short term (every three months) and long term base (every 15
years)

• Cleaning of both internal and external interior; emptying of bins and removing graffiti

• Overhaul, which is the repair of parts and refurbishment, which is the modernization
of the rolling stock

• Servicing, for example in case of calamities

1.2 Principle of Maintenance of Material at NedTrain

The main services of NedTrain, are divided into three types: service, maintenance and
overhaul and refurbishment. Each type has its own physical location, where the services can
be performed. In this section, the principle of maintenance of material, displayed in Figure
1.1, is explained.
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Figure 1.1: Principle of material maintenance

1.2.1 Service, Maintenance and Refurbishment & Overhaul
In this subsection the different types of services and their locations are explained using
Figure 1.1. On the left side of Figure 1.1, a service site (SB) is displayed. The circle
represents the regular transport process of the trains; respectively the rides of the schedule
during the day. During the transport process, the trains return to the SB regularly; when
a train is not used it is parked there. In total, NedTrain has 35 SBs located throughout
the Netherlands. The SBs are responsible for cleaning the trains, checking on failures and
sometimes conducting small repairs.

In the middle of Figure 1.1, a maintenance depot (OB) is shown. There are four OBs in
the Netherlands. The main task of these companies is to perform Short Cyclic Maintenance
(ShCM). On every train ShCM is conducted when it has driven a certain number of kilome-
ters or time; usually a train goes in ShCM every three months. At this point, the train is
retracted from the transport process and goes to a maintenance depot. Here, an inspection
is done and parts are replaced preventively or correctively. Hereafter, the train is sent back
into the transport process. ShCM normally takes anywhere from three to five days. The
replaced parts are sent to the refurbishment and overhaul depot.

At the right side of Figure 1.1, a refurbishment and overhaul workshop is shown. There
are two of these workshops in the Netherlands. The first one is located in Haarlem which is
specialized in refurbishment of the rolling stock. The refurbishment and overhaul workshop
at Haarlem is out of scope in this project. The second one is located at Tilburg and is called
Components Company Tilburg (CBT). This company only performs components overhaul.

1.2.2 Spare parts
A part can be repairable or consumable. In the latter case the part will be scrapped when it is
broken (Driessen et al, 2010). At NedTrain, there are two types of repairables, referred to as
rotables and changeables. Rotables are a group of repairables which are uniquely identified
and have their own maintenance period. Changeables are all the remaining repairables
which do not have their own maintenance period. Both at the OBs and SBs, changeables are
stored which are needed for small repairs or ShCM. At the CBT both type of repairables are
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repaired. When rotables are repaired, the repair is called Long Cyclic Maintenance (LCM),
as displayed in Figure 1.1.

At the maintenance depot trains are subtracted from the transport process and go into
ShCM. During ShCM rotables are replaced and these replaced rotables are sent into LCM at
the CBT in Tilburg. It can be stated that the unit which goes in maintenance is different in
case of ShCM and LCM. ShCM is conducted on trains and LCM is conducted on rotables.
This interchange happens at the maintenance depot, see Figure 1.1.

Spare parts of changeables which are not broken, are called Ready-For-Use parts (RFU-
parts). When spare parts are broken or replaced in case of preventive maintenance, we refer
to them as defect parts.

1.2.3 Central Warehouse - LLC
Both the maintenance depots and the service sites need inventory of changeables which can
be used to replace parts which need repair. The RFU-parts which are used by the OBs
and SBs, are ordered and delivered from a central warehouse, which is called the National
Logistic Centrum (LLC). The LLC has two different business entities: Purchasing and
Logistics, which are responsible for all the organizational decisions made within the LLC
and the actual warehouse, where the Ready-For-Use parts are physically stored.

1.3 Interface agreements

In the article “Maintenance spare parts planning and control: A framework for control and
agenda for future research” ( M.A. Driessen, J.J. Arts, G.J. van Houtum, W.D. Rustenburg
& B. Huisman, 2010), a framework for maintenance spare parts planning and control is
given (see Figure 1.2). This framework gives an overview of all the main tasks and decisions
which are needed to control a maintenance spare parts supply chain.

The main focus of this research is on two decision functions, repair shop control and
inventory control, and the interface between these two (Processes 5 and 6 in Figure 1.2).
Repair shop control is a decision function which decides about the moment in time when
different production resources, such as labour capacity and capacity of equipment, are used
to perform specific repairs. Inventory control is a decision function which decides about the
height of the inventory level of different Stock Keeping Units (SKUs). Obviously, decisions
made by inventory control and repair shop control interact. To align the decisions made by
these two decisions functions agreements need to be made. These agreements specify what
inventory and repair shop control may expect from each other but not how they live up
to these expectations. These agreements are indicated with the term: interface agreements
and are made on a tactical level. Every decision function can use any control mechanism
as long as they adhere to the agreements made in the interface. A control mechanism is a
method describing how a process can be managed to obtain a certain outcome. An example
of a control mechanism is the priority rule which is used in a repair shop. Depending on
the interface agreement, the control mechanism used in the decision functions may differ.
In this research two different interface agreements are compared. They will be explained
below.

1.3.1 Min-max Interface Agreement
The interface agreement which is currently used at NedTrain is the Min-max interface agree-
ment. It is agreed that the CBT (repairshop) has the responsibility to keep the inventory
level in the total network (total inventory level (on-hand stock minus backorders) of the OBs,
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Figure 1.2: Framework for maintenance of spare parts planning and control (Driessen, Arts,
Van Houtum, Rustenburg & Huisman, 2010)

SBs and LLC) between a pre-assigned minimum and maximum level. The LLC (warehouse)
specifies the minimum and maximum levels and determines the height of the turn-around
stock. The turn-around stock is the total number of spare parts available; these are both the
defect parts as well as the Ready-For-Use parts. In case of the Min-max interface agreement,
the CBT uses a priority rule in their repair process which is based on the inventory level in
the network.

1.3.2 Lead-time Interface Agreement
The Lead-time interface agreement specifies that the CBT has the responsibility to repair
and deliver back parts which are sent into repair within a pre-agreed lead-time. There are
two different kinds of lead-times, a regular lead-time and a shorter emergency lead-time. In
the interface agreement, the lead-times and the total percentage of parts which can get the
emergency lead-time is specified. The LLC specifies, the turn-around stock and determines
which parts gets an emergency lead-time. A part gets an emergency lead-time when the
number of parts which do not have a due-date within the emergency lead-time, is above a
certain threshold. In case of the Lead-time interface agreement, the CBT uses Earliest-Due-
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Date as control mechanism.
The exact control mechanisms used by the two decision functions in both interface agree-

ments, will be explained in more detail later on.

1.4 Literature review

In this section the main conclusions from the literature review, which is made in preparation
of this master thesis, are given.

1.4.1 Min-max Interface Agreement
An extensive search has been performed in an effort to find literature about the Min-max
interface agreement in a spare parts environment but nothing was found. It can be stated
that as far as we known, in the academic research there is no interface known, which makes
use of a desired minimum and maximum inventory level. Besides this there are also no
models available which can calculate the turn-around stock in case a Min-max interface
agreement is used in a spare parts environment.

1.4.2 Lead-time Interface Agreement
Research has been conducted for literature which is related to the Lead-time interface agree-
ment in a spare parts environment. An important subject in a spare parts environment is
how to calculate the turn-around stock. The first and most well-known model, which can be
used to establish the turn-around stock is METRIC (Multi-Echelon Technique For Recover-
able Item Control) (Sherbrooke, 1968). This technique is considered to be the first method
for system approach. The system approach focuses more on the availability of the total
system instead of on target service levels for individual parts (Adan, Sleptchenko & Van
Houtum, 2006). The objective of the METRIC model is to minimize the expected number
of backorders. The model delivers the turn-around stock under the constraint of a given
system performance or budget. The main assumptions which are made in METRIC are
Poisson distributed demand, independent and identically distributed lead-times and ample
repair capacity. The combination of these assumptions make it possible to use Palm’s theo-
rem when calculating the steady state distribution of the number of orders in repair. When
the steady state distribution is known, all wide range of performance measurements can be
calculated, like the expected backorders.

The assumptions made by METRIC are most of the time not realistic. Hausman and
Scudder (1982) argue that lead-times are not independent in a repair shop with limited
capacity when dynamic priority rules are used. Hausman and Scudder (1982) also show
that dynamic priority rules outperform static priority rules. When the repair shop and the
warehouses are jointly coordinated, the use of priority rules in the repair shop and the turn-
around stock at the warehouses both influence the availability for the customer. Therefore
the dynamic priority rule must be taken into account when calculating the turn-around
stock. Several authors have tried to find a solution for this problem but most in most cases,
the dynamic rule is replaced by a static rule when calculating the turn-around stock.

Verrijdt et al. (1998) and Song & Zipkin (2009), both make a model which makes use
of an emergency trigger level. When the net inventory, in case of Verrijdt et al. (1998) or
the inventory level plus the number of orders which will be repaired within an emergency
lead-time in case of Song & Zipkin (2009), falls below certain level, repairs are sent into
emergency repair. Song & Zipkin (2009) have found a exact formula for the steady state
distribution for the outstanding orders, which makes it possible to calculate the turn-around
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stock. This result is very important because indirectly the use of an emergency trigger level
is dynamic priority rule for which it is possible to calculate the initial inventory.

Using Song & Zipkin’s work, a model can be created which works in a similar way as the
current NedTrain situation. In both cases, a percentage of the parts get a higher priority in
the repair process and priorities are given to parts based on the number of parts in repair.

Because there is no research available about the Min-max Interface agreement and related
control mechanisms, the performance of this mechanism in a spare parts environment is also
unknown. The gap which exists in the literature is whether the overall performance is better
in case of Min-max interface agreement or Lead-time interface agreement.

1.5 Research questions

The need for this research has risen from a design rule as specified in Driessen et al. (2010).
In this research, a control framework for maintenance of spare parts is given for an environ-
ment like that of NedTrain. In this framework, it is stipulated that the interface agreement
between inventory control and a repair shop should be based on lead-times. At NedTrain,
there is an R&D program that is dealing with maintenance development. Currently at Ned-
Train, a Min-max control mechanism is used. The steering committee of the maintenance
development research program at NedTrain is wondering which interface agreement has a
better performance under which conditions. One of the aims of this research is to com-
pare both interface agreement with related different control mechanisms and decide which
interface agreement holds promise for further implementation.

Before the two interface agreements can be compared, for both agreements, close to op-
timal values for the turn-around stock, minimum level or threshold has to be determined.
This has to be done because otherwise the comparison is not fair. Obtaining the optimal
configuration of the Min-max interface agreement is also very useful for NedTrain, because
when doing this, it can be seen whether it is possible to improve the perfromance of the
currently used Min-max interface agreement. This is the second aim of this research. These
aims lead to the following research questions:

1. Can the performance of the fill rate and other KPIs of interest, of the currently used
Min-max interface agreement be improved, by changing the values of the turn-around stock
and the minimum level?

2. Which interface agreement holds more promise for further implementation, the Min-max
interface agreement or the Lead-time interface agreement?

The fill rate is in this case defined as the percentage of the demand of RFU-parts, which
can be fulfilled immediately. The fill rate is chosen for the comparison because this is a KPI
which is currently used at NedTrain.

In this research, there are four different situations. The four different situations are
displayed in Figure 1.3. In the upper row there is the As-Is situation. In the As-Is situation,
interface agreements are compared using the current values for the turn-around stock and
minimum level. In case of the Lead-time interface agreement for the threshold, the turn-
around stock minus the minimum level is used. It is tested which interface agreement
performs better under the current settings, indicated with the arrow in the upper row.

The lower row of the matrix is the To-be Situation. In this situation for both interface
agreement, an optimization model to determine the turn-around stock and the minimum
levels (threshold) is used. Two other aspects are compared. First, the performance differ-
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Figure 1.3: A matrix of the four possible situations: Min-max interface agreement and
Lead-time interface agreement, in As-Is situation and in To-Be situation

ence between the As-Is situation and the To-Be situation in case of the Min-max interface
agreement (arrow in left column). There will be tested whether the performance of the inter-
face agreement can be improved. Second, the performance differences between the Min-max
interface agreement and the Lead-time interface agreement in the To-Be situation (arrow
in the lower row). There will be tested which interface agreement holds more promise for
further use.

1.5.1 Underlying research questions
To answer the two research questions, several sub-questions are needed. These questions
are given below.

1. What is the definition of the Min-max interface agreement and the control mechanisms
used. What are the values of the currently used parameters?

2. What are KPIs of interest during a comparison?

3. What is the interpretation of the Lead-time interface agreement? Which control mech-
anisms are used by the repair shop and the warehouse. What are the values of the
different parameters?

4. Which model can be used to optimize the values of the turn-around stock, minimum
level and threshold in the To-Be situation and what are these values?

5. What are the differences in KPI values between the As-Is situation of both interface
agreements?

6. What are the differences in KPI values between the As-Is and the To-be situation of
the Min-max interface agreement?

7. What are the differences in KPI values between the To-be situation of both interface
agreements?
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Sub questions 1,2 and 6 are related to the first research question and sub questions 1-5 and
7 are related to the second research question.

1.6 Scope

Several decisions are made with respect to demarcate the project. These decisions are
described in this section.

Changeables In this research only the repair of changeables is taken into account. Change-
ables are used for both preventive and corrective maintenance. Rotables are out of scope
in this project. The reason for not taking this into account , is because for the repair of
rotables a different mechanism is used.

Repair groups The repair company exists of several repair groups. We choose to take
only one repair group into account in the development of the model. Taking only one repair
group reduces the number of different SKUs which need to be simulated, significantly. The
behaviour of one repair group is comparable to the behaviour of the total repair shop,
therefore the results are comparable. Another advantage of one repair group is that less
SKUs need to be simulated, therefore less input data is needed which increases the speed of
the simulation model. We choose to take only the repair group Electric into account.

SKUs unknown at LLC There are SKUs which are repaired at the repair shop but are
not known at the LLC. These SKUs go most of the times directly to the refurbishment
company in Haarlem. For these SKUs no minimum level is calculated at the LLC. The Min-
max interface agreement is based on these minimum levels. When such levels are unknown,
the agreements cannot be met. Therefore these parts are not taken into account.

Demand pattern Demand for RFU-parts occurs at the OBs, SBs and at the refurbish-
ment company Haarlem. The demand from Haarlem is ignored for the reason mentioned
above. For the OBs and SBs all demand is taken into account. No research is done to the
actual demand patterns of the SKUs which are taken into account. This is done because in
the models used for obtaining the turn-around stock, the minimum levels and the thresh-
old, Poisson demand is assumed. For other demand distributions the models become too
complex.

Overtime At NedTrain it is possible to use overtime in case this is required, however
this possibility is not taken into account in the models. This possibility is ignored because
including the option to use overtime would increase the complexity of the models even more.
Looking at the schedule we choose to ignore overtime and focus on more essential parts of
the interface agreements.

Maximum level In this research no attention is paid to consequences when the inventory
level is above the maximum level. From interviews with people of the CBT and LLC it
became clear that it does not matter when the inventory level is above the maximum level.
When the inventory level is below a minimum level this has more direct effects, such as the
standstill of a train, what is not desirable. Therefore attention is only paid at minimum
level.
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Quality of demand forecasts The quality of the demand forecasts made by the SBs
and OBs is out of scope. The minimum and maximum levels are based on given demand
prognoses. It might be a fruitful research to investigate whether it is possible to improve the
quality of these prognoses, in order to improve the performance of the interface agreements.
However, there is not enough time to investigate the quality of the prognoses in this research.

1.7 Outline report

The rest of this report is organized as follows. In chapter 2, the current practice at NedTrain
is described. In chapter 3, the model developed for the Min-max interface agreement is given.
In chapter 4, the model for the Lead-time interface agreement is described. In chapter 5,
a method for the determination of an optimal parameter setting of the turn-around stock
and the threshold is given. In chapter 6, the case study for NedTrain is explained, in this
chapter the simulation models made are described and the input parameters are given. In
chapter 7, the results of the case study are mentioned and in chapter 8, the main conclusions
and recommendations are given.
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Chapter 2

Practice at NedTrain

In this chapter, a description of the current processes at NedTrain is given. For a schematic
overview see Figure 2.1. In short, the OBs and SBs demand RFU-parts from the LLC
(warehouse of RFU-parts). Defect parts are sent to the ’stock of broken parts’ and are
repaired in the repair shop. When the parts are repaired, they are delivered back to the
warehouse of RFU-parts. The current situation is described to give a complete overview of
the currently used working method. In the description, we emphasize the processes which are
important for the interface agreement and the control mechanisms. The current practice at
NedTrain is the starting point of the different models which will be modelled and simulated
during the project. In section 2.1 the service sites and maintenance depots are described.
In section 2.2 the main processes of the central warehouse are mentioned and in section 2.3,
the main processes of the repair shop are explained.

2.1 Service sites and Maintenance depots

Both at the service sites and the maintenance depots, RFU-parts are needed for maintenance.
The SBs and OBs are displayed in Figure 2.1 on the right. At the service site, small repairs
are conducted for which inventory of parts are needed. At the maintenance depots short
cyclic maintenance (ShCM) is conducted. During this maintenance, changeables are replaced
and therefore spare parts are required. The SBs make use of a (S − 1, S) replenishment
policy, which means that every time a part is replaced and the broken part is send to the
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the situation at NedTrain
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CBT, an RFU-part-part is requested from the LLC directly. The OBs make use of a (s, S)
replenishment policy; at the moment the inventory of a Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) is below
a point s, they place an order at the LLC to order up to point S. A SKU is one particular
type of a part.

2.2 Central Warehouse

The LLC has four functions which are of interest in this project. Firstly, the storage of spare
parts, secondly, the supply of spare parts to the SBs and OBs. Thirdly, making forecasts
of the demand and calculating the minimum inventory level of RFU-parts which has to be
available at the warehouse. Lastly, they are responsible for determining the turn-around
stock. Not all tasks are of equal importance in this project. Therefore in four subsections
the most important aspects or tasks of the central warehouse are featured.

2.2.1 Demand and locations which order at LLC
Demand for RFU-parts occurs at three different types of locations, at the service sites (SBs),
the maintenance depots (OBs) and the overhaul workshop at Haarlem. The total volume of
SKUs from the OBs and SBs is ordered at the LLC. This volume is taken into account. As
mentioned in the scope, the demand from Haarlem is excluded in this research.

At the OBs and SBs, two types of demand can occur. The first type of demand is
recurring demand which is occur with planned entries and extra entries. By entry we mean
when a train goes to the OB or SB for maintenance. An entry is planned in case it is
determined at forehand when this entry happens. An extra entry happens in case corrective
maintenance is needed. Based on historical data, demand forecasts of the recurring demand
for the OBs, SBs and LLC are made. For the LLC the demand is forecasted based on the
historical data of the aggregate demand of all locations. The forecast for these recurring
demands for the different OBs, SBs and LLC are made monthly. Based on the recurring
demand the minimum inventory level which is reported to the CBT is calculated.

The second one is the non-recurring demand (planned demand), which is demand needed
on project basis. Project basis means that a large number of parts are replaced in a time
period because a newer version of that part is available for example. These replacements are
planned and the number of parts needed is known in advance. The aggregate non-recurring
demand is the sum of the non-recurring demand of all OBs and SBs. The non-recurring
demand is reported on a weekly basis to the LLC. Both demands are used to give demand
forecasts to the CBT.

2.2.2 Calculation of Policy Safety Stock
As explained in the previous section, the recurring demand is used to calculate the minimum
inventory level (minimum level) of each SKU. The minimum level is equal to the policy safety
stock. This value is reported to the CBT. The policy safety stock of a SKU is the sum of
the safety stocks of that SKU of all the OBs, SBs and the LLC. In case of the SBs the safety
stock is fixed and is set based on experience.

NedTrain uses Xelus Parts to make forecasts of the recurring demand and to calculate
the safety stock and the policy safety stock. The safety stock is calculated using Formula
2.1. This formula is well-known and described by Silver, Pyke and Peterson (1998). This
formula can be used both in the case of the OBs as in the caes of the LLC. The k-factor
needed for this calculation is calculated using Formula 2.2 and 2.3. The origin of the formula
for the k-factor is unknown. However,the formula is given, for a complete overview.
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Safety stock = σL · k (2.1)

where σL is the standard deviation of the recurring demand during the lead-time and k is
the safety factor. The formulas for the calculation of the safety factor and the standard
deviation are given in Formula 2.2 and 2.3.

k = Max
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[
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σL =
√

effective leadtime
22 ·

√
MSE (2.3)

where P2 is equal to the desired fill rate of SKU i. Currently, NedTrain uses three different
levels of the fill rate: 0.95, 0.97 and 0.98. This fill rate is the same at all different locations
for a specific SKU. LOT is the forecasted recurring demand of the current month. In case
of the LLC this is equal to the forecasted aggregated recurring demand for the current
month. In case of the OBs this is equal to the forecasted recurring demand for the current
month of that OB. The MSE is the mean squared error of the forecasted recurring demand.
The number 22, which is used in formula 2.3, is the number of working days in a month.
The effective lead-time in the calculation of the safety stock for the LLC is 28. This is
based on 20 days of throughput time at the CBT (based on historical experience), 5 days
of administration time and 3 days of transportation time. In case of the OBs, this effective
lead time is 6 days, which is the time needed for transportation and administration. .

The policy safety stock for a SKU is the sum of safety stock of the SBs, OBs and LLC.
This policy safety factor is used as the minimum level of inventory which must be available
at the LLC or downstream of the LLC at all times.

2.2.3 Information delivered from LLC to CBT
The info which is reported from the LLC to the CBT is the policy safety stock and the
prognoses for total requirements for the next 24 months for every SKU. The total require-
ments are equal to the policy safety stock plus the total non-recurring demand of SKUs.
This information is delivered every week to the CBT. There are no differences in the min-
imum level during the month, because the forecasts of the recurring demand, which is the
only demand which is taken into account in the calculation of the minimum level, are made
monthly. However there are changes in the prognoses of the total requirements because
the non-recurring demand is updated weekly. The inventory level at the LLC is updated
every evening; all changes in inventory level during the day are incorporated at once in the
evening. The inventory level is equal to the on-hand inventory minus the backorders.

2.2.4 Turn-around Stock
The LLC has the responsibility to ensure that the turn-around-stock of every SKU is suf-
ficiently large to obtain a given fill rate. When a part cannot be repaired anymore, the
decision to buy a new part is made by the LLC. Currently, for every SKU the turn-around-
stock is known. The level of this stock is not based on a model but is established due to
decisions made in the past. The turn-around stock is important because this is the total
inventory of different SKUs which is available in the network. In theory, the height of the
turn-around stock of a SKU must be higher as the minimum level, in order to adhere to the
interface agreement. However in the current situation this is not always the case.
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2.3 Repair shop

The CBT is a repair company of NedTrain. Within the scope of this project all the SKUs are
repaired at the CBT. The most important aspects of the CBT are explained in this section.
In succession, the different repair groups are mentioned, the arrival of defective parts at the
CBT, the recalculation of the policy safety stock at the CBT, the priority assignment and
at last the order creation process and the completion of an order are discussed.

2.3.1 Repair groups and capacity
The total capacity which is available at the CBT is divided in different groups. Every group
has its own capacity and is responsible for the repair of a specific group of SKUs. There
are four different groups: Air conditioners and Compressors, Mechanics, Electronics and
Pneumatics. Besides these four groups, the repair of some SKUs is outsourced.

Each group has an own number of labour hours available for the repair of SKUs. The
number of labour hours available each week is quite flexible; the number can be enlarged,
if necessary, with extra labour hours planned on Saturday. Due to work specialization of
employees there are some restrictions in the division of work; not every employee can revise
every SKU is his repair group. Besides labour capacity, there is also capacity restriction due
to equipment.

2.3.2 Arrival defective parts
The parts which need repair arrive at the ’stock of defective parts’, see Figure 2.1. This
warehouse is close to the CBT. In the warehouse the parts wait until the actual repair starts.
Before the actual repair starts, the parts are not inspected.

2.3.3 Recalculation of the minimum level by CBT
Before the priority assignment can be explained, it must be mentioned that in some cases
the CBT uses another minimum level than the LLC. For every SKU, Baan, the information
system used by CBT, calculates a minimum level (which is equal to the policy safety stock).
This is done in a different way than the LLC does; the CBT takes some other factors into
account in the calculation. When the minimum level calculated by Baan is higher than the
one calculated at the LLC, the minimum level will be overruled immediately by the higher
value. There is no research done concerning Baan calculation of this minimum level.

2.3.4 Priority assignment
Every SKU has a priority level in case one or more parts are available in the ’stock of
defective parts’ or are somewhere in the repair shop. This priority level is adapted daily to
the current situation. There are eight different priority levels, which are referred to as Prio
1, Prio 2, Prio 3, Prio 4, Prio 5, Prio 99, Prio 100 and Prio 300. The first six priorities are
dependent of the inventory level of the SKU. The inventory level is equal to the on hand
stock of a SKU minus the number of backorders of that SKU. The latter two priorities are
special cases and will be explained in the next subsection. The definition of the first six
priority levels is given below:

• Prio 1: Assigned to a SKU which is needed immediately because a train is down and
there are no spare parts available anywhere in the network;
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• Prio 2: Assigned to a SKU when the inventory level in the network is below the
minimum level (policy safety stock) and greater than zero.

• Prio 3: Assigned to a SKU when the inventory level in the network is equal or above
the minimum level and below the minimum level plus the total requirements of the
current month;

• Prio 4: Assigned to a SKU when the inventory level in the network is equal or above
the minimum level plus the total requirements of the current month and below the
minimum level plus the total requirements of the current and the next month;

• Prio 5: Assigned to a SKU when the inventory level in the network is equal or above
the minimum level plus the total requirements of the current and the next month and
below the minimum level plus the total requirements of the current and the next two
months;

• Prio 99: Assigned to a SKU when the inventory level in the network is equal or above
the minimum level and the total requirements of the current and the next two months.

For these six priority levels, the priority rule is that the SKU with the lowest Prio has the
highest priority and therefore will be repaired first.

2.3.5 Order creation and the completion of an order
In this subsection, the order creation process and the remaining steps in the repair process
are explained. For every SKU which has Prio 2 or 3, an order is created. For the other
SKUs nothing is done till their priority level changes to one of these levels. Orders are
created twice a week, respectively on Tuesdays and on Thursdays. At the moment an order
is created, the actual repair of parts of a SKU can start. Before the creation of an order,
it is checked whether there is already an order created for this SKU and what the order
quantity is. Based on this information the decision is made to create a second order or not.
By the creation of the order, the parts to be repaired get a due-date which is equal to the
current date plus four weeks and an order quantity is determined. The due-date is used in
case there are orders with an equal Prio, then the part with the earliest due-date will be
repaired earlier. The size of the order is dependent on the minimum order quantity of an
SKU and the capacity available in the repair group, where the SKU will be repaired. The
priority of an order is the same as the priority level of a SKU; this level is adapted daily.

The creation of an order can be delayed, due to the unavailability of SRUs required for
the repair. At the moment of creation of an order, it is checked whether the SRUs, for
which the probability that they are required for the repair of a SKU, is 49% or higher, are
available. When this is not the case there are two possibilities: either the order is cancelled
or the order is not cancelled but the actual repair can not start till the SRUs are available.
When the orders are invisible the actual repair process cannot start.

There are two cases when the normal assignment of priorities can be overruled. The
first case is when at the start of the actual repair the required SRUs are not available. In
this case the unavailability of SRUs delays the order after the creation of it and the order
gets Prio 100. The assignment of this priority is due to unavailability of SRUs which have a
probability of less than 49% that they are required for repair of a SKU. When the required
SRUs are delivered, the priority level of the order changes from Prio 100 back to the one of
the six regular Prio levels.

The second case where the normal assignment of priorities can be overruled is at the
moment an order is created. To some orders Prio 300 is assigned; this means that the
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order gets a lead-time and therefore a due-date instead of priority level. So, in this case
the priority level is overruled by a lead-time. The assignment of Prio 300 is done manually.
Prio 300 is used for SKUs which are needed for planned work at the OBs and have a fixed
order quantity each week. For SKUs such as these, the normal priority mechanism works
too slowly to the deliver these SKUs on time. Orders with Prio 300 are as important as
orders with Prio 2 and are accomplished based on due date. About 6%-10% of the orders
get priority 300.

After an order is created, the repair process can start. The four different repair divisions
handle their own SKUs. Some SKUs need operations in two or more repair groups. There
is no pre-emption only in the case there is an order which has Prio 1. There are cases that
an SKU cannot be repaired anymore; in this case the SKU is scrapped. When this happens,
this information will be passed to the LLC.

When the order is ready to be executed, the part is taken and the needed SRUs are
collected. At this moment the actual repair can start. This process is not explained in detail,
because it is different for all SKUs and not of great importance for this research. When
the repair is completed, the SKU must be transported to the LLC again. Transportation
between the LLC and the CBT takes place twice a day.
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Chapter 3

Min-max Interface Agreement

In this chapter, a model is developed, in which the Min-max interface agreement is used
including the control mechanisms used in the repair shop. During the development of the
model for the Min-max interface agreement, the aim was to stay as close as possible to the
current situation at NedTrain as described in the previous chapter. First the mathematical
model is described in section 3.1. Secondly, the different Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
are given in section 3.2. For the creation of the model several assumptions with respect to the
real situation need to be made. The explanation and justification of these assumptions and
their influence on the results are discussed in the last section. The actual implementation
of the model will be discussed in chapter 6.

3.1 Model description

The interface agreement in the Min-max case consists of the repair shop having to maintain
the inventory level of the Ready-For-Use parts equal to or above a minimum level. The
control mechanism of the repair shop is a priority rule, based on the inventory level of SKUs,
to adhere to this agreement. The priority rule used is taken into account in the model. The
exact priority rule will be explained later on in this section. Inventory control specifies the
turn-around stock and minimum levels for every SKU. The values for the turn-around stock
and minimum levels are input parameters of the model. .

The model developed has five input variables which are unique characteristics for a SKU:

• Identity number

• Demand intensity

• Minimum level

• Parameters of the Gamma distribution of the repair time of that particular SKU

• Turn-around Stock

These values are needed as input parameters for the different elements in the model. In
the following subsections, different sub processes are explained in more detail.
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3.1.1 Demand process
In Figure 3.1 a schematic overview of the model is displayed. The model consists of four
elements; the ’stock of defective parts’, the repair shop, the transport process and the
warehouse of Ready-For-Use parts. In short, the model works as follows: parts arrive at
the stock of defective parts, where there are waiting until they are taken into repair, are
repaired and transported back to the warehouse of RFU-parts. The arrival of defective
parts at the warehouse of defective parts and the repair process are together modelled as a
M/G/C queue. The inter arrival times, between different parts of SKU i are exponentially
distributed.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of model of Min-max Interface Agreement

3.1.2 Repair and transport process
After the arrival of a part, the repair process of that part can start. The repair process is
the remaining part of the M/G/C queue. The repair times in the repair shop are from a
general distribution. In this case, a sample is taken from the Gamma distribution of the
SKU. The capacity in the repair shop is equal to C. This is equal to the total number of
parts which are allowed in the repair shop. After the completion of the repair, the parts
have to be transported. This transport process can be viewed as a delay and is modelled by
a ·/G/∞ queue. The arrival rate of parts is equal to the rate of leaving in the M/G/∞. The
transportation time is deterministic. When a part leaves the transport process it is back in
stock and the inventory level of the Ready-For-Use parts of SKU i will be incremented by
one.

Because the capacity in the repair process is restricted, the repair of the parts cannot
always start immediately; sometimes parts have to wait. A priority rule gives some parts
a higher priority which results in that they are taken into repair faster. After the parts
arrive they wait in a buffer until they have the highest priority. The priority rule used in
the Min-max interface agreement is explained in the next subsection.

3.1.3 Priority mechanism
After the arrival of a part, a priority rule is used to give a certain priority to the part. The
priority level determines the sequence of the parts in the buffer. The priority rule in this
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case is based on the inventory level of Ready-for-Use parts. To calculate the inventory level
of Ready-for-Use parts the balance equations of Sherbrooke (1992) are used, see Equation
3.1. With this equation, the inventory level of Ready-For-Use parts can be calculated for
every time t. When the turn-around stock of SKU i and the numbers of defective parts of
SKU i at moment t, are known.

OHi(t)−BOi(t) = Si −Xi(t) (3.1)

OHi(t)−BOi(t) = INi(t)

Where OHi(t) is the on hand inventory of SKU i at time t, BOi(t) are the backorders of
SKU i at time t, Si is the turn-around stock of SKU i and Xi(t) is the number of defective
parts of SKU i at time t. Xi(t) is tracked for every SKU. and is updated when demand
occurs and when the repair and transport of a SKU are completed. INi(t) is the inventory
level of Ready-For-Use parts; INi(t) = Si −Xi(t).

Every arriving part gets a priority based on the inventory level of its SKU type. The
priority rule is static, meaning that the priority of a part does not change when the inventory
changes. There are 6 different priority levels, which are specified in Equation 3.2.

Pri(INi) =



1 if INi ≤ 0
2 if 0 < INi < Ki

3 if Ki ≤ INi < Ki +mi

4 if Ki +mi ≤ INi < Ki + 2 ·mi

5 if Ki + 2 ·mi ≤ INi < Ki + 3 ·mi

99 if INi ≥ Ki + 3 ·mi

(3.2)

Where Pri(INi) is the priority level of a part of SKU type i as a function of INi, Ki is
the minimum level of SKU i and mi is the total demand of SKU i. For example, a part
gets priority 2 when the inventory level of the type of SKU of that part is between 0 and
the minimum level. The buffer is sorted in a non-decreasing manner, meaning that the part
with the lowest inventory level will be repaired first. In case of equal priority, First Come
First Served (FCFS) is used, which states that the part arrived earlier is taken into repair
earlier.

3.2 Key Performance Indicators

Different Key Performance Indicators measure the performance of the model. The KPIs of
interest for the Min-max model are specified below:

• Fill rate: probability demand for an arbitrary part can be fulfilled immediately; the
percentage of the time the inventory level of Ready-For-use parts is larger than zero,
weighted by demand

• Expected backorders (EBO): mean number of backorders at an arbitrary point of time

• Minrate: probability that the inventory level in the warehouse for all SKUs is equal
to or above the minimum level

• Investment costs: Total cost of the initial investment in spare parts
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The choice for these KPIs is based on own insights and on interviews with members of
the organization. The fill rate is included as a KPI because it is a KPI which is actually
used at NedTrain. The Expected Backorders are chosen because they provide insight in the
number of parts which are unavailable at the same time. The investment costs are chosen
because it is important to know how much you need to invest in spare parts, to obtain a
certain fill rate or EBO. The minrate is measured to decide whether the repair shop is able
to adhere to the interface agreement. Out of these four KPIs, the fill rate and EBO are the
most important, because these are directly related to the number of trains which is not able
to drive.

Apart from these KPIs the model also measures the average throughput time, the average
waiting time and the variance of both times since these values might create insights into the
working of the model.

3.3 Assumptions

The model for the Min-max interface agreement, as formulated in this chapter is based on
the current situation at NedTrain. The current situation is strongly simplified by making
assumptions which provide a conversion step from the current situation to the model. The
assumptions made and the justification for these assumptions are explained in this section.

The assumptions can be divided in two categories. The first category contains assump-
tions with respect to the warehouse of RFU-parts and is discussed in 3.3.1. The second
category contains assumptions with respect to the repair process and is discussed in 3.3.2.
In Figure 3.2 all factors influencing the repair process are given. With respect to these
factors assumptions are made.
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Figure 3.2: Representation factors influencing the overall repair process
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3.3.1 Assumptions with respect to the warehouse of RFU-parts
1. The LLC, the OBs and SBs are seen as one location, referred to as warehouse
of RFU-parts
The network of NedTrain is quite large. It consists of 35 service locations, 4 maintenance
depots and one central warehouse. Between these locations lateral shipments are possible.
When a requested part is not available at a location and it is available at another location,
the part will be shipped to the location where it is requested. With availability is meant
that there is at least one RFU-part-part available.

The most important KPI used at NedTrain with respect to availability of spare parts
is the network service rate. The network service rate measures the percentage of time a
requested part is available somewhere in the network. For this rate it does not matter at
which location the inventory is stored, but only the fact that whether a RFU-part-part is
available somewhere in the network counts. Hence, for the purpose of this study the total
inventory is important but the actual location of a parts does not influence the network
service rate. Therefore we choose to model all the SBs and OBs with the central warehouse
as one location; warehouse of Ready-For-Use parts. This reduces the complexity of the
model but does not affect the network service rate.

2. The turn-around-stock in the network is known in advance and is fixed
With network we mean the parts which are in warhouse of RFU-parts, the warehouse of
defect parts and the repair process. NedTrain has the possibility to change the level of turn-
around stock by buying extra parts. There are no specific guidelines for this possibility.
In most academic models available, there is no possibility to change the turn-around stock
because this is most of the time very expensive or not possible. We choose to make the
decision of the turn-around stock for each situation only once. In the As-Is situation this is
the actual level of the turn-around stock and in the To-Be situation this height is determined
using an optimization model.

3. The demand of all SKUs follows a stationary Poisson process
It is assumed that demand of all SKUs follow a stationary Poisson process. This might

not be in accordance with the actual demand pattern at NedTrain. However, research on
the actual demand pattern is out of scope. It is also the case that the models used in
this research are substantially more difficult in case the demand is not a Poisson process.
Therefore we choose to start with a demand pattern which follow a Poisson process. Further
research could look into extending the model using another demand pattern.

4. The minimum level is stationary and fixed in advance
The minimum level (policy safety stock), changes every week because it is depended on

the recurring demand. However, since we assume demand of all SKUs follow a stationary
Poisson process, the minimum levels remain equal. These values are set in advance.

5. The minimum level calculated at the warehouse (LLC) is used in the repair-
shop (CBT)
At the CBT the minimum level calculated by the LLC is overruled if this value is smaller
than the minimum level calculated by the CBT. No historic data of the minimum levels is
present at the CBT. At the end of January 2012 the minimum levels were compared with
each other. For 43 of the 99 SKUs the minimum level of the LLC was overruled by the
minimum level of the CBT. Despite the fact that a relatively large portion of the minimum
levels were overruled, we choose not to use the minimum level of the CBT; because it is
not clear how this level was calculated and which factors influence this calculation. For the
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comparison of the two interface agreements it does not matter which minimum level is used;
what is crucial is that they are equal in both cases.

3.3.2 Assumptions with respect to the repair process
In this subsection the model assumptions with respect to the repair process and the justi-
fication of these assumptions are given (assumptions 6-15). Assumptions 6 until 8 describe
assumptions made with respect to the arrival process and the capacity of the warehouse of
defective parts.

6. A SKU can always be repaired
The average scrap rate of all groups together is 2.78% with a standard deviation of 6.99%
(see Appendix D, Table D.1 (in this table the scrap rates for the different repair groups are
also displayed)). Not only are theses values relatively small, also a new part is purchased in
case a part is scrapped. This means that the actual net turn-around-stock remains stable.
The objective of the research is to compare two control mechanisms with respect to the fill
rate and other KPIs. In this comparison the scrap rate of a SKU does not highly influence
these KPIs and therefore the scrap rates are ignored and it is assumed that a part can always
be repaired.

7. When demand of a SKU is requested at an OB/SB, a defect part arrives at
the stock of defective parts
At the moment an RFU-part is requested at the OB/SB, two situations can occur. The first
situation is that the RFU-part is available at the OB/SB. In this case the broken part is
replaced and sent to the warehouse of defective parts. In the second case, if the RFU-part
is not available, the broken part is taken out of the train and sent to the warehouse of
defective parts. In reality it might be the case that the part is not taken out of the train
and sent in repair at the moment the requested part is not available. This might be the case
with preventive maintenance. For model convenience it is assumed that at the moment the
demand of an SKU occurs, the defect part arrives at the stock of defective parts.

8. The capacity of the stock of defective parts is infinite
There is always enough capacity to store all defective parts.

The assumptions 9 to 13 describe the assumptions made with respect to the priority assign-
ment and the repair process.

9. The repair process of a part can start when a part enters the stock of defective
parts
In the NedTrain situation, a part(parts) can go in production at the moment an order is
created. An order specifies how many parts of a type of SKU have to be repaired. An order
is created at the moment an SKU has priority 2 or 3. In the model the order creation is
skipped and a part can go into repair when it arrives at the stock of defective parts. If the
order creation is not skipped, would be moments in time where no SKUs have a prio equal
to 1, 2 or 3. In this case no orders will be created and no SKUs will be repaired. Which is
not desirable. In reality, it can be the case that due to sufficient capacity orders are created
of SKUs with prio 4 or 5. This decision is made manually and there are no specific rules
for this. Because of the absence of clear decision rules about the order creation of SKUs
with a lower priority, we choose to skip the order process. The essence of the repair process
remains the same in case of skipping the order creation.
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Because the order creation part is skipped, parts of the same SKU cannot be batched
anymore. Parts are batched for the reason that this might be more efficient during the repair
process or there is sufficient capacity available to repair extra parts. The minimum order
quantity of most products is equal to 1 (see Appendix D, Table D.2). However, to maintain
the efficiency of batching, we choose to see the whole batch as one part of a SKU. For these
SKUs the arrival rate, the investment costs, the minimum level and the turn-around stock
are converted by dividing them by the minimum order quantity, to stay as close to the real
situation as possible.

10. Only priority 1-5 and priority 99 can only be assigned to parts
This means that no part can get priority 300, which means that a part get an lead-time.
This is defendable because it is not desirable that a part of the SKUs in a Min-max model
is controlled using lead-times. This would bias the simulation. Because of this assump-
tion SKUs cannot get priority 100. Assumption 13 explains in more detail. The priority
assignment is described in the model description.

11. The repair time of a SKU is gamma distributed and independent of the
priority of a part
At the CBT there is a norm repair time and a setup time known for every SKU. There is
also a cycle time of every order recorded. This time starts at the moment the defect part
and the SRUs required for repair are taken from the warehouse and ends when the repair
is completed. The cycle time includes the time a part has to wait due to unavailability of
SRUs (when a part gets Prio 100, this time is included in the cycle time) and the time a
SKU spent in another repair group. The cycle times are significantly larger than the norm
times and setup times of a SKU. There is no data available about the duration of the SRU
unavailability and the routings, only that this time can be quite long and needs to be taken
into account. Therefore we choose to use the cycle time measured by the CBT, as the total
repair time.

The data implied a lot of variation in the cycle times. Therefore we assumed that the
cycle times are gamma distributed. Hence the repair time we use in the model includes
the actual repair time, the SRU delay and delay due to routings. Appendix G, contains an
overview of the assumptions made during the calculations of cycle times.

In the data available for the cycle times, it is not recorded which Prio a part had when
it was repaired. Therefore, it does not become clear from the data whether parts with a
higher priority (lower prio) indeed have shorter cycles times. Therefore it is assumed that
the average cycle time of a part is independent of the priority a part gets. Thus, in the
model it is assumed that the repair times are independent from the priority of the parts.

12. At the moment of arrival of a part, it is assumed that all SRUs (possibly)
required are available
The order creation can be delayed, in case a SRU which is required in 49 or a large percentage
of the cases, is not available in the warehouse at the moment an order is created. This delay
is not taken into account as there is no data available about this delay. This is also in
accordance with the assumption that the repair process can start immediately after a part
enters the stock of defective parts.

13. There is no pre-emption in the repair process
When the repair of a part has started, it will not be interrupted and delayed. Hence, there
is no pre-emption. In the real situation pre-emption occurs when a part has Prio 1. In this
case somewhere in the country a train which cannot be driven due to the unavailability a
SKU. We choose not to model this, because when this part arrives at the stock of defective
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parts it gets immediately the highest priority level, so as soon as capacity becomes available,
it can go in repair. We suspect that the effects of pre-emption in the case of Prio 1 will be
small and negligible.

Assumptions 14 and 15 are assumptions made with respect to the repair capacity. Since
only a part of the CBT is incorporated in the model, several assumptions must be made
about the required capacity.

14. The capacity in the model is expressed in tje total number of parts simul-
taneously allowed in the repair process
In the decision made to use the cycle time as repair time for the repair process, the capacity
used for this process is not equal to the real capacity anymore. The meaning of capacity in
the real situation is equal to workers who repaired defect parts. Now, the capacity of the
system is equal to a maximum number of parts which are allowed in the repair process at
the same moment. At the moment a SRU is not available and a part is waiting untill this
part is delivered, a worker can start with repairing another part. However, when the cycle
time is used as repair time a server is still busy when a SRU is unavailable. Therefore more
servers are needed to give the same results.

15. The repair process of a part takes place at one repair group
In the real situation around half (55/99) of the SKUs which are repaired at the repair
group Electric needs one or more operations in a different repair group. This is called a
routing. These routings are only indirectly taken into account; i.e. this time is included in
the cycle time, which is used as the repair time. The routings, are not directly taken into
account because this would make the process unnecessarily more complex and there is no
data available about the routings. For the objective of this research a simple model for the
CBT is sufficient.

The final assumption concern the transport process between the repair shop and the ware-
house of RFU-parts.

16. The transport process is deterministic and takes one day
In cases in the actual situation the total transportation and administrative handling takes
one day. Therefore we choose to model the transport process as a deterministic delay.

3.3.3 Influence of assumptions on results for real situation
The assumptions made in the model can result in differences in performance between the
model and the real situation. In this section the influence of the different assumptions are
discussed.

Small influences Modelling the network of SBs, OBs and the central warehouse as one
inventory location does not influence the costs or the network service rate. In the model
the transportation time between the OBs and SBs and LLC is ignored, but since this time
is only one day, the influence is small enough to be ignored.

Due to the assumption that the demand follows a stationary Poisson process, the per-
formance of the model can differ from the real situation. In the situation of NedTrain the
demand is not stationary, for example the non-recurring demand.

The fact that the unavailability of SRUs at the moment an order is created is not taken
into account due to unavailability of data, might result in a higher fill rate in the model
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than in reality. This is because no parts have to wait for SRUs before the order creation,
which results in a lower throughput time and therefore a higher fill rate. There is no data
available about the number of orders which cannot be created due to this unavailability.
Probably this number is limited and so are the influences.

The possibility to use overtime is ignored in the model. This has a negative influence
on the fill rate. When there is a lot of work waiting in the buffer of the system, the waiting
time becomes long. In this case extra capacity can be used to decrease the waiting time. A
shorter waiting time results in a shorter throughput time and therefore a higher fill rate. In
the model the use of overtime is not taken into account, therefore the fill rate is substantially
lower than in the real situation.

Large influences In the simulation model it is not desired to assign prio 300 to parts.
When a part gets prio 300 this means that a part gets a lead-time. A combination of
two different priority mechanisms can result in better performance, because this might be
the best of both interface agreements. Therefore the model generates a lower bound in
comparison with the real situation for the fill rate and EBO.

It is assumed that the cycle times, which are used as repair times in the model, are
independent of the priority of a part. In reality it might be the case that parts which have
Prio 1 have a significantly faster cycle time than parts with Prio 5, because these parts are
in more urgent need for repair and more pressure is used to have these parts repaired as
soon as possible. This assumption might result in lower performance for the fill rate and
EBO in comparison with the real situation.

Several assumptions are made with respect to way of modelling the repair shop. In the
repair times the SRU delay and routings are taken into account indirectly. Therefore much
more capacity was needed than in the real situation. This might influence the results in
such a manner that the waiting times become not as large in case of high utilization as when
the capacity is lower.

Conclusion Overall it can be concluded that there are many assumptions which cause
differences in the performance between the model and the real situation. However, the
actual situation is also simulated using a model. Only the assumptions with respect to
the capacity might influence the results in such way that nothing can be concluded about
capacity investment.However, this is not the main objective. In conclusion, the influence of
the assumptions are relatively unimportant for answering the research questions.
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Chapter 4

Lead-time Interface Agreement

In this chapter a model that makes use of the Lead-time Interface Agreement is developed.
First, the model description is given in section 4.1. Secondly, the Key performance indicators
are explained in section 4.2.

4.1 Model description

The model which uses the Lead-time interface agreement is similar to the model which
makes use of the Min-max interface agreement. In the Lead-time interface agreement it is
agreed that the repair shop must repair parts within a given lead-time. There are two kinds
of lead-times, a regular lead-time and an emergency lead-time. The agreement specifies also
the length of the regular lead-time and the emergency lead-time and what percentage of
parts can get an emergency lead-time.

The Lead-time model is almost the same as the Min-max model; i.e. the demand process
and the repair and transport process are the same. The main differences can be found in
the priority assignment of parts. These differences are can be derived from the control
mechanism of the repair shop and in the control mechanism of inventory control. The
control mechanism is explained in the next subsection.

4.1.1 Control mechanisms
Repair shop control uses the priority rule Earliest-Due-Date to adhere to the Lead-time
interface agreement. The part which has the earliest due-date is repaired first. The due-
date is the arriving date plus the lead-time. Inventory control assigns different lead-times
to parts. The mechanism behind the assignment of lead-times is based on Song & Zipkin
(2009). Before the actual assignment is explained, first the model of Song & Zipkin is
explained shortly.

Model Song & Zipkin (2009)

Song & Zipkin (2009) provide a joint distribution for the number of parts in repair. A
schematic overview of the situation studied is given in Figure 4.1. In this figure an inventory
location is displayed. When parts need to be repaired, they are sent into repair. The repair
process is not displayed in the figure. Only the two different lead-times a part that can be
assigned to a part when it goes into repair, are displayed. For repair there are two different
lead-times; the regular lead-time, Lr + Le and the shorter emergency lead-time, Le. These
lead-times are assumed to be constant. The lead-time is the total time it needed to repair a
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SKU, including the transportation back to the inventory location. In the model it is assumed
that the demand follows a Poisson process (Song & Zipkin, 2009).
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Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of inventory location with regular lead-time and emergency
lead-time

In the case of backlogging, the system can be seen as an open network of queues, see
Figure 4.2. A part which gets a regular lead-time has to pass both processes A and B. When
a part has been assigned the shorter emergency lead-time it skips process A. In Figure 4.3
the definitions of different variables are given. N i

1 is the number of parts in process A, N i
2 is

the number of parts in process B, IP i1 is the inventory position (net inventory, INi, on-hand
inventory minus backorders, plus all parts which are in process A and B, N i

1 and N i
2) and

IP i2 is the inventory position where only the parts of N i
2 are taken into account (INi +N i

2).
Si and s′i are policy variables, they are basestock levels of processes A and B respectively .
The policy triggers to maintain IP 1

1 = Si and IP i2 ≥ s′i. Ti, the threshold, is the difference
between Si and s′i (Song & Zipkin, 2009).

At the decision point in Figure 4.2, it is checked whether the number of parts in process
A is smaller than the threshold Ti. It is checked whether N i

1 < Si − s′i. If so, the IP i2 is
already greater or equal to s′i and therefore there are sufficient parts which will be completed
soon (within the emergency lead-time).
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Figure 4.2: Open network of queues for backorders (Song & Zipkin,2009)

In Figure 4.2 process A can be viewed as an M/G/T/T queue, a queue where the arrivals
are follow Poisson process, the repair times follow a general distribution, there are T servers
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Figure 4.3: Visual representation of the different inventory positions and the number of
parts in process A or B

and the total capacity of the system is also equal to T . The latter means that there are
no buffer spaces available in the network. The T in the M/G/T/T queue is equal to the
threshold Ti. In process A only a certain number of spaces is available, which is equal to the
threshold. The emergency source can be seen as a ·/G/∞ queue. Another way to explain
the policy described above is that at process A there is a restricted capacity to repair parts.
When this capacity is full, it means that too many parts are too far away from the inventory
point; i.e. there are not enough parts of SKU i in the system which have a due-date within
the emergency lead-time. In this case the parts must be repaired using process B only, which
means that a part gets an emergency lead-time. Song and Zipkin (2009), have given the
joint distribution of the number of parts in process A and B, respectively N i

1 and N i
2. Using

this distribution, different KPIs, like the expected backorders of parts, can be calculated.
To use this policy in reality, a lot of information is needed about the number of parts in the
pipeline (Song & Zipkin, 2009).

Assignment of Lead-times

In the model Inventory control uses the same mechanism as Song & Zipkin (2009) for the
assignment of lead-times. The priority assignment is based on the total number of parts of
SKU i that will not be finished within the emergency Lead-time (N i

1 )(see Figure 4.2). For
every defect part of SKU i, it is checked whether the number of parts of SKU i, which do
not have a due-date within the emergency lead-time is below the threshold. When this is
the case a part gets the regular lead-time. When the number of parts which do not have a
due-date within the emergency lead-time is equal to or above the threshold, the part gets
an emergency lead-time, see Formula 4.1. When a part gets a lead-time the due-date can
be obtained; the due-date is equal to the actual date plus the lead-time.

The number of parts of every SKU which do not have a due-date within the emergency
lead-time, is updated when a part of SKU i gets a regular lead-time and at the moment
a part of SKU i, which had a regular lead-time, gets a due-date within the emergency
lead-time.

Lead-time of a part of SKU i =
{
Lr + Le if N i

1 < Ti
Le if N i

1 ≥ Ti
(4.1)

Apart from the assignment of lead-times, Inventory control also determines the values
for the threshold and the turn-around stock. The values are different in the As-Is situation
and in the To-Be situation. How the values of the threshold and turn-around stock are
determined in case of the To-Be situation is explained in the next chapter. In the model the
values of the turn-around stock and threshold are only used as input parameters.
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4.2 Key Performance indicators

The KPIs in the Lead-time model are the same as the one in the Min-max model. The
only difference is that in case of the Lead-time interface agreement it is not possible to
calculate the Minrate. This KPI is replaced by a KPI which has a comparable meaning; the
percentage of parts which are repaired within the given lead-time. Both KPIs indicate how
well the repair shop is able to adhere to the interface agreement.
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Chapter 5

Procedure to determine parameter
setting

In this chapter an optimization problem is developed which is used by inventory control in
the To-Be situation, to determine the values of the turn-around stock and the threshold. In
this optimization problem, the joint distribution of parts which are in repair, as formulated
by Song & Zipkin (2009), is used. First, the optimization problem is given in section 5.1. In
section 5.2 the method to solve this problem is explained. The output of the optimization
model, provide values for the parameters which are needed for the simulations runs in the
To-Be situation.

5.1 Optimization problem

The values for the turn-around stock and threshold are necessary in order to simulate the
To-Be situation. These values are obtained by developing an optimization problem which
takes all SKUs into account. In a repair shop environment the Si level used in the model of
Song & Zipkin equals the turn-around stock. This can be seen in Figure 4.3, where IP i1 is
the inventory position of the whole network (inventory of RFU-parts, defect parts and part
which are in repair) and is therefore equal to the turn-around stock. In the optimization
problem the values for Si and Ti will be obtained by minimizing the investment costs of the
turn-around stock, constrained by a target level of the total expected backorders, a target
level for the percentage of the total parts which get an emergency lead-time and the fact
that the threshold must be equal to or smaller than the turn-around stock. See problem
(Q).

(Q) min
n∑
i=0

CiSi

subject to
n∑
i=0

EBO(Si, Ti) ≤ EBOobj
n∑
i=0

ξ(Ti) ≤ ξobj
Ti ≤ Si

where Ci are the investment costs of SKU i, EBO(Si, Ti) are the expected backorders for
SKU i for a given Si and Ti, EBOobj is the maximum level of the total expected backorders,
ξ(Ti) is the number of parts of SKU i which get an emergency lead-time for a given threshold
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Ti and ξobj is the maximum number of parts which can get an emergency lead-time. The
first constraint is needed to prevent that every demand is backordered, the second constraint
is needed to prevent that all parts get the emergency lead-time. The third constraint states
that the threshold must be smaller than the turn-around stock. Without this constraint
it could be the case that an emergency lead-time is never assigned to a part, even in case
backorders have occured for that SKU. The EBO(Si), the expected value of the backorders
for a given Si, can be calculated using Formula 5.1 (Song & Zipkin, 2009). With the use
of Formula 5.2 the expected percentage of parts which get an emergency lead-time can be
calculated (Arts, 2012). These formulas are needed to solve the optimization problem.

EBO(Si) = E
[
(DLe − (Si −N i

1))+] = (5.1)

Ti∑
x=0

E [(DLe − (Si − x))+]P (N i
1 = x) =

Ti∑
x=0

[
∞∑

y=Si−x
(y − (Si − x))P (DLe = y)

]
(miLr)x

x!
Ti∑

k=0

(miLr)k

k!

=

Ti∑
x=0

[
miLe − (Si − x)−

Si−x∑
y=0

e−miLe (miLe)y

y! (y − (Si − x))
]

(miLr)x

x!
Ti∑

k=0

(miLr)k

k!

n∑
i=0

ξi(Ti) =
n∑
i=0

mi · P (N i
1 = Ti) =

n∑
i=0

mi

 (miLr)Ti/Ti!
Ti∑
k=0

(miLr)k/k!

 (5.2)

where mi is the demand rate of SKU i and M is the total demand of all SKUs, formula
5.1 gives the expected value of the backorders for a given Si, DLe is demand during the
emergency lead-time. A backorder occurs when the demand during the emergency lead-
time is higher than the turn-around stock minus the number of parts which have a due-date
within the emergency lead-time. Backorders can only occur during the emergency lead-
time because this is the shortest lead-time possible. The number of backorders must be
conditioned on all possible values of N i

1. Formula 5.2 calculates the probability that the
number of parts in process A, N i

1 is equal to Ti, which means that process A is full and
the emergency lead-time must be used. This is done for every SKU and is weighted by the
demand. This formula has the form of the Erlang Loss formula.

5.2 Solving method for Optimization problem (Q)

To solve optimization problem (Q), the Lagrange relaxation technique (Porteus, 2002) is
used. The Lagrangian of problem (Q) is given in Formula 5.3. A new optimization problem,
(P ) is developed. This optimization problem (P ) generates a lower bound for problem (Q).
In this problem the Lagrangian is minimized by changing values for S and T, for given values
of λ1 and λ2. λ1 can be seen as penalty costs for backorders and λ2 can be seen as extra
costs in case of expediting. In problem (P ) both λs must be strictly greater than zero. We
choose not to include the third constraint in the Lagrangian because this is mathematically
more convenient.
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L(S,T, λ1, λ2) =
n∑
i=0

CiSi + λ1

(
n∑
i=0

EBO(Si, Ti)− EBOobj

)
+ λ2

(
n∑
i=0

ξ(Ti)− ξobj

)
(5.3)

(P ) minS,T L(S,T,λ1, λ2)
subject to Ti ≤ Si

where S is the vector of the turn-around stock of all SKUs (S=S1, S2..Sn) and T is the
vector of the threshold of all SKUs (T=T1, T2...Tn).

In problem (P ) the values for λ1 and λ2 are not optimized. A way to generate the
most optimal lower bound for problem (Q) is by making a new optimization problem (LR)
(Fisher, 1981).

(LR) maxλ1,λ2≥0 minS,T L (S,T,λ1, λ2)
subject to Ti ≤ Si

By using a bisection search and changing the λ1 and λ2 a solution is found that maxi-
mizes the objective of (LR). For this bisection search a proposition of Arts, Basten & Van
Houtum (working paper) is used. This proposition states that the following must hold when
some parts gets an emergency lead-time; i.e. ξobj > 0:

Proposition: λ2 < λ1 · E[Lr]

where E[Lr] is the expected additional regular lead-time. If this proposition does not hold
it would be not beneficial to expedite, since the cost for expediting are larger than the cost
of a backorder during the additional regular lead-time. When this is the case expediting is
not beneficial.

To test whether the lower bound generated by (LR), is sufficiently close to the original
objective of problem (Q), an optimality gap can be calculated for a solution. This optimality
gap can be calculated using Formula 5.4 and must be as small as possible. Ideally, this gap
must be smaller than 2%.

Optimality Gap = objective of (LR) - objective of (Q)
objective of (LR) . (5.4)

When this gap is sufficient small, a good lower bound of problem (P ) is generated. This
lower bound gives the values of the turn-around stock and the threshold for all SKUs.
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Chapter 6

Case study NedTrain

Both models, the Min-max model and the Lead-time model can be used in the situation
of NedTrain. In this chapter first the application of the NedTrain situation for the models
is explained briefly in section 6.1. In section 6.2 the two models are compared and the
differences and similarities are described. In section 6.3 the implementation of the models
is chi is described. In section 6.4 the verification and validation of the models is explained.
Hereafter, in section 6.5 the choice of the run length of the simulations is justified. In the
last section, 6.6, we establish the parameter setting for the different situations.

6.1 Application for NedTrain

The Min-max model is based on the current situation at NedTrain. Therefore, this model
is applicable to the NedTrain situation. For the application of the Lead-time model on the
NedTrain situation, it must be mentioned that independently from the lead-time a part
gets, the part has the same repair time. In case a part gets a shorter lead-time it gets
an earlier due-date and therefore it is repaired earlier. The situation can be illustrated
with an easy example. It can be compared to the situation in which a package has to be
delivered. The transportation method is in both cases the car and the distance is equal. Only
when the package has an emergency lead-time the transportation process is started almost
immediately. In case of a regular lead-time there is no urgency to start the transportation
process immediately.

6.2 Comparison Min-max model and Lead-time model

In this section the models are compared; the similarities and differences are discussed. In the
Min-max model, a percentage of the parts gets a higher priority in the repair shop because
the inventory level, INi, in the warehouse is below the minimum level. In the Lead-time
model, almost the same effect can be reached. In this case some parts get a shorter lead-time
which is indirectly also a higher priority, because in this case these parts are repaired earlier.
The number of parts which get priority in both models must be almost equal to make a fair
comparison.

In the Min-max model the priority assignment is based on the inventory level of Ready-
For-Use parts. Which is equal to the turn-around stock minus the number of parts in repair.
The formula for the inventory level is given in Formula 6.1. The assignment of parts in the
Lead-time model is based on the number of parts which are in repair and do not have a
due-date which is within the emergency lead-time. This is related to the inventory level of
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Ready-For-Use parts. The formula for the inventory level in case of the Lead-time model
is given in Formula 6.2. In both formulas the turn-around stock is fixed. In the case of
Lead-time model the priority assignment is based on N i

1. Therefore, the number of parts
which are in the repair shop and have a due-date within the emergency lead-time (N i

2) are
not taken into account. In the Min-max situation these are included in Xi.

INi = Si −Xi (6.1)

INi = Si −N i
1 −N i

2 (6.2)

To make the difference in priority assignment even more clear, we will express the priority
assignment of the Min-max model in a similar manner as in Lead-time model. When the
number of parts in repair is greater or equal to the threshold, a part get priority in case of
the Min-max model. In case of the Lead-time model, a part get an emergency lead-time,
when the number of parts which do not have a due-date within the emergency lead-time is
greater or equal to the threshold.

A difference between the models is the number of priority levels. The repair shop in de
Min-max model uses six different priority levels. This means that on six different places in
the queue, a part can be inserted. In the Lead-time model there are only two options in the
priority assignment; a regular lead-time and an emergency lead time. This means that in
the Lead-time model there is less flexibility in the priority assignment.

A difference between the models is of course the content of the interface agreements.
Also the content of the control mechanisms used by the repair shop is different in both
models. In the case of the Lead-time model EDD is used and in the Min-max model priority
levels are used. But the essence of both models is comparable; both models give a higher
priority to a certain number of parts. This priority is in both cases related to the number
of parts in repair.

The control mechanism of the warehouse is in case of the Min-max not taken into account
in the model. The values of the turn-around stocks and minimum levels are input parameters
for the model. In the Lead-time model, the control mechanism for inventory control is partly
taken into account in the model. The assignment of the different lead-times is modelled. Also
in the case of the Lead-time model the values for the turn-around stock and the threshold
are input parameters. In the As-Is situation of both models, the current values at NedTrain
are used, but in the To-Be situation these values are determined using the optimization
model explained in Chapter 5.

6.3 Implementation

Both models are implemented in Chi. Chi is a simulation program, which is developed at
the Mechanical Engineering department at the Tu/e. The control mechanism used by the
repair shop in the Min-max model is not a well-known priority rule. Therefore programs as
Arena are not suitable for the implementation of this rule. In Chi, the simulation model has
to be written from scratch, which means that all priority mechanisms can be made. This is
the main reason to use Chi.

A schematic representation of the models in Chi is given in Figure 6.1. Each circle in
the figure represents a single process and the arrows represent the information and physical
flows between the different processes. The process in the dotted square is only included in
the Lead-time model. The content of every process is described briefly.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic overview of simulation model (right)

• G - Generator Process which generates demand. The inter arrival times are ex-
ponentially distributed. In this process, the parts get all their specific characteristics
such as the turn-around stock and the repair time. When a part arrives, information
about the SKU type is sent to process INV.

• INV - Inventory This process registers for every SKU how many of them there are
in repair. This information is delivered to process B.

• NR - Number in repair This process is only applicable in the Lead-time model. It
registers how many parts have a due-date, which is not within the emergency lead-time;
i.e. it monitors N i

1.

• B - Buffer Process B is the buffer, where parts are waiting until the repair can start.
In this process the priority rule is applied. Based on the information from INV (in
case of Min-max) or based on NR (in case of Lead-time).

• M - Machine This process is the actual repair process. Process M actually consist
of a number of servers, which are occupied during the repairs.

• T - Transport This process represents the transport process back to the warehouse.

• E - Exit In this process, a part leaves the system because the repair is finished and
it is back in the warehouse of RFU-parts.

For the code and a more detailed explanation of the code, see Appendix E for the Min-max
model and F for the Lead-time model. The output of the simulation model gives values of
several KPIs and other indicators. The meaning of the KPIs and other indicators and the
method of measurement are given below.

• Average throughput time: Average time a part spends in the system. Starts at the
moment a part is generated in process G and ends, when that part enters process E.
A distinction is made for the average throughput time for parts with higher priority
(prio 1 & 2 or an emergency lead-time) and the remaining parts.
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• Average waiting time: Average time a part spends in the system before it goes to
process M. It start on the moment a part is generated in process G and ends when it
leaves process B. Also here a distinction is made between parts with higher priority
and remaining parts.

• Variance of the throughput times and waiting times of parts.

• Expected Back orders: Counts the number of backorders at an arbitrary time. A
backorder occurs when the inventory level is equal or below zero. This is measured in
process INV.

• Fill rate: Fraction of the time that the inventory level of an arbitrary part is one or
larger. With fill rate the aggregate fill rate is meant. This is measured in process INV.

• Minrate: Fraction of the total time that the inventory level of an arbitrary part is
above or equal to the minimum-level. With minrate the aggregate minrate is meant.
The KPIs is measured in process INV.

• Utilization: Measures the fraction of the time the servers in process M are occupied.

• Total number of parts which are repaired are counted. The number of parts had a
higher priority and the remaining number of parts are counted. In process E, it is
checked whether the part had a higher priority or not.

• Percentage of parts which are repaired within their due-date (only in case of Lead-
time). In process E, when the part is repaired and transported it is checked whether
its due-date is elapsed or not.

6.4 Verification and Validation

Verification is done for both models. Verification is to test whether the model does what
we expect it does. The verification is divided into two parts: the extreme value tests
and compares the output of the simulations with exact calculations. In Appendix H the
verification of the Min-max model is given. In Appendix I, the verification of the Lead-time
model is provided.

For the extreme value test, extreme values are assigned to the input parameters; respec-
tively to the turn-around stock, the number of servers, the minimum level or threshold, the
lead-times or total requirements and the repair times. For example the turn-around stock
is set equal to 0 and 100 while the values of the other input parameters remain unchanged.
For every case one run is simulated and it is checked whether the output of the simulations
was as expected. The results clearly show that the model works as expected. For the com-
parison with the exact calculation for one parameter setting, different KPIs are calculated
using formulas. For this parameter setting 20 simulations are run. The values of the exact
calculation are compared with the values of the 20 simulation runs using a statistical t-test.
In the appendices the methods are explained in more detail.

During the validation we tested whether the outcome of the model correspond to the
outcome in the real situation. To test whether this is the case the Min-max As-Is situation
is simulated. As this situation is most similar to the current situation at NedTrain. The
average fill rate obtained from the simulation is equal to 0.84 (independent from the uti-
lization rate), See Appendix L and Table L.1. The fill rate of the model should be equal
to the network service rate at NedTrain, because they measure the same. The network
service rate of the 99 parts used in this simulation, in the year 2011 is equal to 0.9681.
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The differences between the fill rate of the simulation and the network service rate is quite
large. As discussed in the subsection 3.3.3 the assumption of independent lead-times might
be responsible for this large difference. But due to lack of the right data it was not possible
to determine whether the lead-times are dependent from their priority. Therefore this large
difference is taken for granted.

6.5 Run length

In the determination of the run length and the number of runs simulated there are two
important objectives. The first is the combination of the run length and the number of runs,
must generate sufficiently stable results, that statistical test can be done; like calculating
confidence intervals. Secondly, the total simulation time, which is a combination of the run
length and the number of runs, must be not too large.

During the simulations for the verification a run length of 5000 is used in combination
with 15 runs. 5000 days is approximately equal to 20 years (assuming 250 working days a
year). To play safe we choose to increase the total run length to 7000 days in combination
with 20 runs. The total time needed to run all situation is 60 hours, which is already a long
time. Therefore the run length is not increased further.

6.6 Model input

This section explains which values for different input parameters are used in the different
situations. Four situations are simulated, Min-max As-Is, Min-max To-Be, Lead-time As-
Is and Lead-time To-Be. For every situation the input parameters are specified. All four
situations are simulated under the same utilization rates. It obvious that in the Min-max
As-Is and Min-max To-Be the Min-max model is used and in the Lead-time As-Is and
Lead-time To-Be the Lead-time model.

6.6.1 Utilization
All the situations will be simulated under six different utilization rates. The utilization rate
is in this case equal to the fraction of workload and the available capacity in the system.
The utilization rate differs between 0.99 (in this case C=83, which means that 83 parts are
allowed in the system) and 0.87 (in case C=95). The values for the Cs are 83, 84, 85, 86,
91 and 95. The four situations are simulated for different utilization rates to test whether
there are differences in KPIs under different utilizations.

6.6.2 Min-max As-Is
In the Min-max As-Is situation the values of the input parameters are obtained from the
actual data from NedTrain. The assumptions made during the processing of the data are
given in Appendix G. The input parameters for the model are the Id-number of a SKU, the
demand rate, the minimum level, the parameters of the gamma distribution for the repair
time, a and b, and the turn-around stock. An overview of the input parameters is given in
Appendix K, Table K.1.
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6.6.3 Lead-time To-Be
In the Lead-time To-Be situation, almost the same parameter values as in the Min-max As-
Is situation are used. The values for turn-around stock and the threshold level are changed
with respect to the Min-max As-Is situation.

The turn-around stock and the threshold level are calculated using the optimization
problem which is used to determine this parameter setting, see Chapter 5. To solve this
optimization problem, an Excel sheet using Visual Basics is made. This sheet is verified by
comparing the sheet to a program which is developed by Joachim Arts at the same moment
and which would generate the same results. The calculation time of the program I made
was sufficient longer than the program developed by Joachim Arts, therefore for generating
results Joachims’ program was used. For all parts the investment cost, the repair time
and the demand rate are needed as input for the optimization model. The values of these
parameters are obtained from data of NedTrain; for the exact values see Appendix J. Other
parameters needed are the maximum number of the EBO, maximum percentage of parts
which can get an emergency lead-time, the emergency lead-time and the regular lead-time.
The values of these parameters and the reasoning behind these choices are explained in the
next paragraphs.

EBO & percentage of parts with emergency lead-time For the maximum number
of EBO, we choose to set this value equal to the number of backorders in the Min-max As-Is
situation, which is equal to 12.7. In this case these values are aligned. For the maximum
percentage of parts which can get an emergency lead-time, the 20% is chosen. This is done
because this the percentage of parts which get in the Min-max As-Is situation prio 1 or 2.
For the values, see Appendix L, Table L.1.

Lead-times It is important to take lead-times that are realistic; they must have a sufficient
length to make it possible for the parts to be completed within these lead-times. The method
used in the determination of the lead-times is explained. First, the 95 percentile of the
average throughput time of a part in the Min-max As-Is situation is calculated, see Table
6.1. In this table the values for the average throughput times and the standard deviation,
for different utilization rates are displayed. A gamma distribution is fitted on the mean and
standard deviation. This is done using: a = E[X]/b and b = V [X]/E[X]; the values of
a and b are displayed in Table 6.1. Hereafter, the 95 percentile of the throughput time is
calculated. This is the value for which 95% of the throughput times are smaller than this
value. For the remaining calculations we choose to use, the 95 percentile of the throughput
time by a utilization of 0.99; 87. This is done because 0.99 is the highest utilization rate.
The reasoning behind this choice is that in this case the value can be used for all utilization
rates because overestimation is less severe than underestimation.

To determine the emergency lead-time and the regular lead-time the 95 percentile is used,
see Formula 6.3. In the formula, the lead-times are weighted based on their occurrence. Only
20% of the parts get an emergency lead-time and 80% of the parts get a regular lead-time.
The weighted lead-times, must be equal to the 95 percentile of the throughput time. For
the Le in the simulation models, the repair times multiplied with 1.001 is used. This is done
to take an emergency lead-time which is almost equal to the average repair time of a part.
For the calculations of the Lr, Le = 16.4 is used, since this is the average repair time of all
parts. Solving the equation, results in Lr + Le = 88

Le · 0.2 + (Lr + Le) · 0.8 = 95 % percentile of the throughput time (6.3)
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Table 6.1: Average throughput time and standard deviation in Min-max As-Is situation

Utilization 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.90 0.87
Throughput time µ 23,83 20,00 17,43 16,27 14,78 14,64

σ 31,29 22,13 4,17 17,20 16,74 16,68
a 0,58 0,82 17,43 0,90 0,78 0,77
b 41,08 24,50 1,00 18,17 18,97 19,01
95 percentile 86,80 64,40 24,81 50,70 48,41 48,14

Using the parameters given above, the actual values of the turn-around stock and the
threshold are calculated using the optimization program. The values of the turn-around
stock and the threshold for an EBO of 12.7 are given in Appendix K Table K.2.

6.6.4 Lead-time As-Is
The input parameters for this model are almost equal to the parameters of the Min-max
As-Is model. The only difference is that in this situation the threshold is needed instead of
the minimum level. The threshold can be obtained by taking the turn-around stock minus
minimum levels of the Min-max As-is situation.

6.6.5 Min-max To-Be
In this situation the same parameters as in the Lead-time To-Be situation are used. The
output of the optimization problem is the threshold. These values need to be converted to
the minimum levels. This is done by subtracting the threshold from the turn-around stock,
see Appendix K.
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Chapter 7

Results Case Study

In all situations, the cases are simulated with the run length specified in previous section.
A case is one situation with a specific utilization rate. For every case 20 runs are simulated.
For every case the mean and the two-sided 95% confidence interval is calculated; respectively
an upper and lower bound. For these bounds Formula 7.1 is used (Berkum & Bucchianico,
2007). We choose for a student t-test, because the sample size is smaller than 30. The
confidence intervals are used to test whether situations differ significantly from each other.
Situations differ from each other when, the mean of one situation is not included in the
confidence interval of the other situation.

Upperbound = x+ tn−1;α/2 ·
s√
n

(7.1)

Lowerbound = x− tn−1;α/2 · s√
n

where x is equal to the mean, s is equal to the standard deviation, n is the sample size (in this
case equal to 20) and tn−1;α/2 is the value of the student t-distribution; t19;0.025 = 2.093. In
section 7.1 the Min-max As-Is situation is compared with the Lead-time As-Is situation. The
Min-max As-Is, Min-max To-Be and Lead-time To-Be situations are compared in section
7.2. In the last section, 7.3 the Min-max To-Be situation is further improved.

7.1 Comparison Min-max As-Is - Lead-time As-Is

In this section the Min-max As-Is situation is compared with the Lead-time As-Is situation.
This comparison shows which interface agreement works better in case the actual parameter
values for the turn-around stock and the minimum level are used. The investment cost are
in this case equal to e9,119,108.3 In Appendix L, Table L.1 until L.4 all characteristics of
the KPIs and other indicators of the two situations are displayed. In this section first, the
performance of the main KPIs, EBO, Fill rate and Minrate are discussed, after this the
performance of other indicators is mentioned.

Expected backorders

In Figure 7.1a the EBO for the two situations is displayed. From the figure it becomes
clear that the EBO is the lowest in the Min-max As-Is situation for all different utilizations.
Only for an utilization of 0.86 (C=95) the difference in EBO is not significant. The EBO,
in case of the Min-max As-Is situation is almost the same for all utilizations. This can be
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explained by the choice of the model assumptions made in the repair shop. There is chosen
to include the routings and SRU delays in the repair time. To reach a sufficient utilization
the amount of servers needed is quite high. Apparently the priority rule in the Min-max
model, responds quite adequate to the decreasing inventory at all different utilization rules.
However the assumptions made with respect to the capacity are simplified extremely due
to unavailability of data. Therefore the effect that the EBO remains stable for different
utilization rate might be a slightly less in the real situation. However, it still indicates that
the Min-Max Interface agreement is less sensitive to capacity changes.

Fill rate

In Figure 7.1b the fill rate for the two situations is displayed. The Min-max As-Is situation
also has a higher fill rate in comparison to the Lead-time situation. This difference is always
statistically significant except for a utilization of 0.86. Just as in case of the EBO, the fill
rate is also almost stable for different utilization rates. The explanation for this is the same
as in case of the EBO.

These differences can be explained by the fact that the priority assignment is slightly
different in both models. In the Lead-time model, a part gets an emergency lead-time
depending of the number of parts which do not have a due-date within the emergency lead-
time. In the case of the Min-max model, parts get higher priority when the inventory level
is below or equal to the minimum level, see Formula 6.1 and 6.2. In the latter one, parts
get slightly earlier a higher priority, because the number of parts in repair is equal or higher
than the number of parts which do not have a due-date within the emergency lead-time.
This makes a difference, especially in the case that the utilization is high. When parts get
a high priority too late, parts are send into repair too late. Due to the repair time, it takes
a while before the inventory can be increased. This has a detrimental effect on the EBO
and fill rate. It can be concluded that in the Min-max model, a more safe priority rule is
used in comparison with the lead-time situation; in which there is an earlier response to a
decreasing stock.
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(b) Fillrate

Figure 7.1: EBO and Fillrate Min-max As-Is and Lead-time As-Is

Minrate

In Figure 7.2a the minrate and the percentage of parts that are repaired within the due-
date are given. Both KPIs indicate the ability of the repair shop to adhere to the interface
agreements. The Lead-time As-Is situation performs better than the Min-max As-Is situ-
ation; respectively 92% and 82%. The difference between the values is understandable. In
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the Lead-time model the values for the regular lead-time and the emergency lead-time are
based on the 95 % percentile of the throughput time in case C=83. This choice has as effect
that the values for the lead-times are taken, in such way that a large percentage of the parts
can be repaired within the lead-time.

The fact that the minrate is quite low in comparison to the percentage of orders which
are repaired within the due-date, might indicate that the minimum levels are not chosen well
or that the values of the turn-around stock are not in accordance with the demand rates of
the different SKUs. It is the case that in 21 of the 99 different SKUs, the turn-around stock
is lower or equal to the minimum level. This means that when there are no parts or only
one part in repair, the inventory at the warehouse is already below the minimum level and
the minrate for that part is zero. A recalculation of the turn-around stock and minimum
level might have a positive influence on the results.
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Figure 7.2: Minrate and percentage of parts with higher priority Min-max As-Is and Lead-
time As-Is

Percentage parts with higher priority

In Figure 7.2b can be seen that in both situations, about 20% of the parts gets a higher pri-
ority or an emergency lead-time. There is a slight difference between the Min-max situation
and the lead-time situation. Attributed to the fact that the priority assignment is slightly
different, as explained in subsection 7.1.

Throughput time and waiting time

There are no great differences between different throughput times, see Figures 7.3a, 7.3b
and 7.3c. In some cases there are significant differences in average throughput times but
these a relatively small with respect to the total average throughput time. As expected the
average throughput times decreases, when the utilization decreases. The average waiting
times are displayed in Figures 7.4a, 7.4b and 7.4c. There are no big difference in between
the waiting times the two situations. This is plausible, because in both models, parts with a
higher priority or a emergency lead-time are put in the beginning of the queue and therefore
the repair can start soon.
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Figure 7.3: Throughput times Min-max As-Is and Lead-time As-Is
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Figure 7.4: Waiting times Min-max As-Is and Lead-time As-Is

Conclusion

From these results it can be concluded that the Min-max As-Is situation performs the best
considering the EBO and the fill rate in case of high utilization rates. As explained before,
the EBO and fill rate are more valuable KPIs than the ability to adhere to the interface
agreement. The investment cost are in both cases the same and equal to e9,119,108.38
(extreme case in data is deleted). When the utilization rate is 0.86, the Lead-time models
perform better. In this case the EBO and fill rate are almost equal to the values in the Min-
max situation, but the Lead-time model is better able to adhere to the interface agreement.
Lastly, the Min-max interface agreement is less sensitive to capacity changes.

7.2 Comparison Min-max As-Is - Min-max To-Be - Lead-time
To-Be

In this section three situations are compared, the Min-max As-Is situation, Min-max To-Be
situation and the Lead-time To-Be situation. The Min-max As-Is situation is compared with
the Min-max To-Be situation to see whether the current situation, can be improved when
the turn-around stock and minimum levels are changed. The Min-max To-Be situation and
the Lead-time To-Be situation are compared to see which interface agreement holds more
promise for further use. The investment cost for the As-Is situation is equal to e9,119,108.38.
The investment cost for the To-Be situations is equal to e2,639,138.19. In Appendix L,
Tables L.1, L.2, L.5 until L.8 the results are given. This section has the same structure as
the previous one.
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EBO and Fill rate

The EBO for the three situations is displayed in Figure 7.5a. From this figure can be
concluded that the Min-Max To-Be has the lowest EBO. The difference between the EBO
in the Min-max To-Be and the other situations is statistically significant. In case of the
fill rate, see Figure 7.5b, the Min-max As-Is situation has the best performance. The
performance is always statistically significant better than the performance of the Lead-time
To-Be situation. The difference in fill rate between the Min-max To-Be and Min-max As-Is,
is statistical significant for an utilization higher than 0.86. Also this effect can be explained
by the difference in priority mechanism between the two models. The difference between the
Min-max As-Is situation and the To-Be situation is due to a different value for the minimum
levels and turn-around stock.

The values for both the fill rate and the EBO, in case of the Min-max situations, remain
almost stable for different utilization rates. For the fill rate a decrease in utilization from 0.99
to 0.86, will not improve the fill rate significantly. For the EBO this change is significant,
but still quite small. This means that the fill rate is not sensitive to capacity changes and
the EBO only to a limited extent. For the Lead-time model, extra investment in capacity, is
beneficial for the EBO and fill rate. However as explained before this effect might be slightly
less in the real situation. This effect is most likely the result of the model assumptions made
with respect to the capacity.

In the case of the To-Be situation, in determination of the parameter values, an EBO
of 12.7 is used in the optimization model. This value indicates the maximum number of
backorders. In Figure 7.5a, can be seen that the EBO for the Min-max To-be situation is
around nine. This means that the optimization model, which makes use of lead-times in
the calculation, generates better results for the EBO in case of the Min-max situation than
for the Lead-time situation. The EBO objective which is used in the optimization model
(12.7), is an upper bound for the EBO in case of the Min-max situation.
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Figure 7.5: EBO and Fillrate Min-max As-Is, Min-max To-Be and Lead-time To-Be (EBO
12)

Minrate

In Figure 7.6a, the minrate and the percentage of parts which are repaired within the lead-
time is displayed. The minrate and the percentage of parts which are repaired within the
lead-time, both measures the ability of the repair shop, to adhere to the interface agreements
made. In the Lead-time To-Be situation, the repair shop is best able to adhere to the
agreement to repair parts within the lead-time, hereafter the Min-max To-Be situation and
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last the Min-max As-Is situation; respectively 92%, 90% and 82%. This performance can
be explained by the fact that in the Lead-time model a relatively long lead-time is taken.
In the Min-max To-Be situation the turn-around stock and minimum levels are optimized.
In this case the minimum levels are well-chosen and therefore it is easier to maintain the
inventory level above or equal to the minimum levels.
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Figure 7.6: Minrate and percentage of parts with higher priority Min-max As-Is, Min-max
To-Be and Lead-time To-Be (EBO 12)

Percentage of parts with higher priority

From Figure 7.6b it can be concluded that in the To-Be situation less parts need a higher
priority or an emergency lead-time. In the optimization model the value that is used for the
maximum percentage of parts which can get an emergency rate, is 20 %. This is apparently
an upper bound. The decrease in percentage can be explained by the fact that the turn-
around stock, minimum level (or threshold) are optimized in the To-Be situation. This has
the effect that less parts need a higher priority or an emergency lead-time.

Throughput time and waiting time

The average throughput time for the different situations, is displayed in Figure 7.7c. There
is a relatively large difference in the throughput time for parts which get higher priority, in
case of the Min-max To-Be situation and the Min-mas As-Is situation, see Figure 7.7a. This
difference can be explained by the fact, that in case of different values of the turn-around
stock and the minimum levels, different parts get a higher priority. In the Min-max As-Is
situation, the average repair time of parts which get a higher priority immediately was, by
coincidence, quite long. The parameter setting for the turn-around stock and minimum
levels is in case of the Min-max To-Be situation, changed this.

In Figure 7.7b it can be seen that the average throughput time for parts which get no
priority (rest), decreases when the utilization decreases. This is to be expected because
when the utilization decreases the waiting time becomes shorter, see Figures 7.8a, 7.8b and
7.8c. For the average throughput time for parts with priority or emergency lead-time, this
time does not decreases a lot, when the utilization decreases. This is due to the fact that
in all cases, parts which get a higher priority are repaired very fast; i.e. the waiting time is
short, see Figure 7.8a
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So, there are not great differences in waiting times and throughput times between the
different situations.
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Figure 7.7: Throughput times Min-max As-Is, Min-max To-Be and Lead-time To-Be(EBO
12)
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Figure 7.8: Waiting times Min-max As-Is, Min-max To-Be and Lead-time To-Be (EBO 12)

Conclusion

It can be concluded that the Min-max To-Be situation has the best performance with respect
to the EBO and fill rate. The investment costs for the To-Be situation are significant
lower than in the As-Is situation; respectively e2,639,138.19 and e9,119,108.38. When the
utilization decreases the difference between the Min-max To-Be situation and the Lead-time
To-Be situation becomes smaller. In this case the Lead-time mechanism might perform
better, because the fill rate and EBO are almost the same, but they are slightly better able
to adhere to the interface agreements. In general is the Min-max Interface Agreement less
sensitive for capacity changes.

7.3 Further improvement

The Min-max To-Be situation has already a better performance, than the Min-Max As-Is
situation, with respect to the EBO and the ability to adhere to the interface agreement.
However the difference in fill rate is not large. Therefore we choose to optimize the turn-
around stock and minimum levels again, only in this case the maximum number of expected
backorders is aligned on 3 (the remaining parameter choices are the same; explained in
section 6.6). In Appendix K.2 the values for the turn-around stock and minimum levels are
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given. The investment costs are in this case equal to e3,436,193.45. The investment costs
for the As-Is situation were e9,119,108.38. This means a reduction of 62% in the investment
costs.

In Figures 7.9a, 7.9b and 7.9c, the EBO, the minrate and the fill rate are displayed for
the three different Min-max situations; the Min-max As-Is situation, the Min-max To-Be
situation with an EBO aligned on 12.7 and the Min-max situation with an EBO aligned
on 3. From the results can be concluded that the Min-Max To-Be situation with an EBO,
aligned on 3, has a significantly lower EBO and a significantly higher fill rate. Only the
probability to adhere to the interface agreements is better in case of the Min-max To-Be
situation with an EBO aligned on 12.7. This can be explained by the fact that in the To-Be
situation with EBO aligned on 3, the minimum levels are higher and therefore it is more
difficult to maintain the inventory above or equal to this level. However, a higher minimum
level, results in significantly lower EBO and a significantly higher fill rate.
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Figure 7.9: EBO, Fillrate and Minrate for all Min-max situations
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Chapter 8

Conclusions & Recommendations

In this chapter the main conclusions of this research and recommendations are given. In
section 8.1 the main conclusions are given and in section 8.2 the recommendations are
described. The recommendations are divided into recommendations for NedTrain and rec-
ommendations for further research.

8.1 Main conclusions

The objective of this research was to compare two different interface agreements, the Min-
max interface agreement and the Lead-time interface agreement. For both interface agree-
ments, models were developed and simulated in order to answer the research questions. The
generate results input data of the repair group Electric at the repair shop of NedTrain is
used. The main conclusions of the research are itemized below.

• Research question 1: The performance of the Min-max interface agreement can
be improved by changing the parameters of the turn-around stock and the minimum
levels. The performance can be improved for all KPIs; EBO, fill rate, minrate and
investment costs. There is a parameter setting obtained, which results in an investment
costs decrease from e9,119,108.38 to e3,436,193.45, an increase in fill rate from 0.84
to 0.92, an increase in minrate (percentage of the time the repair shop is able to
adhere to the interface agreement) from 0.82 to 0.90 and a decrease in EBO from 13
to 2.5. Depending on the preferences, other parameters settings can be obtained using
the optimization model developed. The optimization model works well in case of the
Min-max interface agreement.

• Research question 2: The Min-max mechanism hold more promise for further
implementation than the Lead-time interface agreement in case the utilization is higher
than 0.86. The Min-max interface agreement, has a better performance with respect
to the EBO and fill rate. When the utilization is lower than 0.86, there is no significant
difference between the two interface agreements in the EBO and fill rate. In this case
the Lead-time interface agreement is better able to adhere to the agreements made.

• Reasoning: The Min-max interface agreement has a better performance with respect
to the EBO and fill rate due to the fact the decision to give parts higher priority is
based on the number of parts in repair. In the Lead-time model, the decision to give
parts an emergency lead-time is based on the number of orders which does not have a
due-date within the emergency lead-time. The value of the latter one is always equal
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or smaller than the number of parts in repair, and therefore in the Min-max model,
parts get a higher priority earlier on. This results in a higher fill rate and a lower
EBO.

8.2 Recommendations

The recommendations are divided into recommendations for NedTrain and recommendations
for further research.

8.2.1 Recommendations for NedTrain
• Optimal turn-around stock and minimum level: From the results it becomes

clear that the model of the Min-max interface agreement performs better than the
model of the Lead-time interface agreement with respect to the fill rate and EBO. A
low EBO and high fill rate is important for NedTrain because in this case the number of
trains which are not able to be driven, is low. Using the optimization model, the values
for the turn-around stock and minimum levels can be optimized. This would increase
the overall performance. It is recommended to NedTrain to search for optimal values
for the turn-around stock and minimum levels, which meets their specific preferences
with respect to the maximum number of backorders and the maximum number of
parts which get a higher priority. The optimization model developed can be used for
this purpose. The parameter setting generated in the report, is only one example of a
parameter setting of that increases the performance.

• Development of KPIs: Another recommendation for NedTrain is to develop other
KPIs, which make it easier to monitor the performance of the warehouse and repair
shop. It would be useful to measure the expected backorders (EBO) and the expected
duration of a backorder (EBD). The currently measured network servicerate gives only
an indication about the percentage of the demand, which can be fulfilled immediately.
The EBO indicates how many trains cannot be driven at the same moment and the
EBD indicates how long a train cannot be driven.
Another KPI which is important to develop, is a KPI related to the performance of
the repair shop (CBT). At this moment it is not measured whether the CBT is able to
adhere to the interface agreements made. When this is monitored it would be easier
to control the performance and make improvements.

• Data collection and forecast methods: It was out of scope in this research but
it would be beneficial to investigate whether it is possible to improve the demand
prognoses by improving the forecast methods. More accurate demand prognoses would
improve the performance of the Min-max model. Besides improvement of the forecast
methods, it is also useful to collect more accurate data of average repair times of SKUs,
investment costs and lead-times which are necessary as input in the optimization
model.

8.2.2 Recommendations for further research
There are different topics which can be interesting for further research. These topics are
itemized below.

• Different choices in assumptions: During the research we made different assump-
tions in order to make the models. It would be interesting to know what the effect
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of these assumptions is on the performance. Examples of assumptions which can be
changed are: the demand pattern from a Poisson process to another process, the val-
ues of the lead-times, the rate of orders which are able to have a higher priority, the
priority rule used in the repair shop. In the Lead-time model it might be beneficial to
use a rule in which the repair time of a part is taken into account. i.e. a part which
has the smallest slack left, when the repair time is subtracted from the total number
of days available until the due-date, gets the highest priority.

• Combination of interface agreements: Both interface agreements are now mod-
elled in their pure form. But it would be interesting to investigate whether a com-
bination of these two agreements results in a better performance. For example, the
inventory of slow movers can be controlled using a lead-time interface agreement and
the inventory of fast-movers can be controlled using a Min-max interface agreement.
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Appendix A

List of Abbreviations

CBT Components company Tilburg (Componentenbedrijf Tilburg)
EBO Expected Backorders
EBD Expected duration of backorders
KPI Key Performance Indicator
LCM Long Cyclic Maintenance
LLC National Logistic Centre (Landelijk Logistiek Centrum)
NS Dutch Railways (Nederlandse Spoorwegen)
OB Maintenance depots (Onderhoudsbedrijven)
OWH Overhaul Workshop Haarlem
RFU-part Ready-For-Use part
SB Service Sites (Servicebedrijven)
ShCM Short Cyclic Maintenance
SKU Stock Keeping Unit
SRU Shop Replaceable Unit
TH Throughput Time
TU/e Eindhoven University of Technology
WT Waiting time
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Appendix B

List of Definitions

Aggregate fill rate The fraction of the time demand of an arbitrary part can be fulfilled
immediately.

Average throughput time The average time it takes to repair a part, including waiting
time and transportation time back to the warehouse of RFU-parts. This time starts at
moment a part arrives in the stock of defective parts and ends when part is transported
to the LLC.

Changeable A repairable which does not have its own maintenance cycle or unique identity.

Counter service rate The fraction of the time when a part is requested at the counter
(OB or SB) it can be delivered immediately from that counter. The probability that
a part is requested at a OB/SB, it is available at the requested place.

Control mechanism A mechanism which can be used by the repair shop or warehouse.
Using this mechanims they are better able to adhere to the interface agreement.

Cycle time Total time a part spend in the repair shop. Starts when the actual repairs
begin and end when the repair is finished. Possible routings or SRU unavailability are
included.

Defect part A part which is replaced during maintenance.

Emergency lead-time A shorter lead-time than the regular lead-time.

Expected Backorders The number of backorders on an arbitrary time; backordes occur
when the no inventory is available.

Extra entry An entry at the OB or SB which is not planned in advance. Occurs when
corrective maintenance is needed.

Interface Agreement Agreements which are made between repair shop control and in-
ventory control, to align decisions made by both decision functions.

Inventory control A decision function that decides about aspects related to the inventory.

Inventory level On-hand stock minus the backorders.

Maintenance depot Depot where they conduct Short Cyclic Maintenance.
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Min-max interface agreement This agreement specifies that the inventory level at the
warehouse must be between a minimum and maximum level..

Minimum level Desired minimum inventory level .

Minimum order quantity Minimum quantity of parts of the same SKU in an order.

Network The repair shop, stock of defective parts and warehouse of RFU-parts.

Network service rate Fraction of the time, when a SKU is requested at the counter
(OB/SB), the SKU can be delivered from the place requested or somewhere in the
network; i.e. the part is available somewhere in the network.

Non-recurring demand Planned demand, on project basis.

On-hand stock Stock which is physical available at the warehouse.

Overhaul The repair of parts.

Planned entry A entry which is planned in advance (in case of preventive maintenance).

Policy safety stock The sum of the safety stocks of the LLC, OBs and SBs.

Prio Name of different priority levels used at NedTrain.

Priority level Different levels to distinguish between priorities.

Ready-For-Use This term is given to parts which are not broken and can be used for
replacements.

Recurring demand Demand which occurs with planned entries and extra entries.

Refurbishment Modernization of rolling stock (trains).

Repairable A part that will be repaired after it is broken.

Repair shop control Decision functions that decide about the main decisions in the repair
shop

Rotable A repairable which has an unique identity and their own maintenance cycle.

Safety stock Extra inventory which is needed in order to satisfy demand during the lead-
time

Service site A site where trains are cleaned, small repairs are conducted and the trains
are parked here during when they are not driving

Stock of defective parts Warehouse where parts which need repair are stored

Stock Keeping Unit One type of a changeable

Turn-around Stock Total number of spare parts which are available in the network; defect
parts and RFU-part parts.

Utilization In this context, the fraction of the total offered workload divided by the total
work capacity.
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Appendix C

List of Variables

α Significant level of statistical test; type I error

α(S,K) Aggregate minrate for a given vector of S and K

αi(Si,Ki) Minrate for SKU i,for a given Si and Ki.

a Parameter for Gamma distribution, equal to E[X]/b

β(Si) Fill rate of SKU i with turn-around stock Si

β(S) Aggregate fill rate of all SKUs with vector of turn-around stock S

b Parameter for Gamma distribution, equal to V [X]/E[X].

BOi(t) Number of backorders of SKU i at time t.

Ci Investment cost of SKU i

c, C Maximum number of parts which are allowed in the system (number of servers)

DLe
Demand during the emergency lead-time.

E(B) Average aggregate repair time

EBOobj Objective for the total number of backorders

EBO(Si) Expected Backorders of SKU i for given turn-around stock of Si

EBO(Si, Ti) Expected Backorders of SKU i for given turn-around stock of Si and given
minimum level Ti

EBO(S) Aggregate back orders for the vector with turn-around stock S

E[X ] Mean of variable X.

h Total number of parts which get priority 1 or 2 during a simulation run

INi Net inventory (on-hand inventory minus the back orders)

IP i1 Inventory position (= INi +N i
1 +N i

2 )

IP i2 Intory position where N i
1 is not taken into account (=INi +N i

2)
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j Total number of parts in simulation run

k Safety factor

Ki Minimum level of SKU i

λ1, λ2 Lagrange multipliers

Le Emergency lead-time

Lr Additional time for the regular lead-time

LOT Forecasted recurring demand of the current month

M Total demand rate of all SKUs

mi Demand rate of SKU i

n Total number of SKUs

N i
1 Number of orders which will not be completed within Le

N i
2 Number of orders which will be completed within Le

OHi(t) number of on-hand stock of SKU i at time t

P (Xi = x) Probability that the number of parts of SKU i in repair is equal to x

P2 Desired fill rate by calculating saftety factor

Pri(INi) Priority level of part of SKU i, depending on the INi
ρ Utilization

Ri Repair lead time of SKU i

σL Demand during the lead-time

S Vector consisting all turn-around stock of SKUs

si‘ policy variable comparable to the basestock level for process B, IP i2 ≤ s′i
Si Turn-around stock of SKU i or the basestock level for process A (the same meaning

because the basestock level of process A must be equal to IP i1, which is in this case
equal to the turn-around stock)

TH Throughput time

THprio1&2 Throughput time for parts which get priority 1 or 2

THrest Throughput time for parts which get priority 3 or higher

Ti Threshold

V[X ] Variance of variable X

ξobj Objective value of total number of parts which can get an emergency leadtime

ξ(Ti) Number of parts of SKU i which get an emergency leadtime under Ti
Xi number of parts of SKU i which are in the repair (in repair or in stock of defective parts)

Xi(t) number of parts of SKU i which are in the repair at time t (in repair or in stock of
defective parts)
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Appendix D

Tables

In this appendix two tables are displayed, which are related to the assumptions made for
the Min-max control mechanism.

Table D.1: Average and standard deviation of scrap rate of repair groups ( Data: 2008-
03/2011)

Group Average Scrap rate (%) Standard Deviation (%)
Air Conditioners/Compressors 1.79 4.72
Mechanic 2.23% 5.54%
Unkown 3.69% 8.48%
Electronics 2.98% 7.23%
Pneumatic 2.21% 6.05%
Total 2.78% 6.99%

Table D.2: Minimum order quantity at CBT and the occurrence of them. (Data: CBT,
SKUs with expected demand in 2012)

Minimum order quantity Occurrence
1 75
2 2
4 8
5 2
8 7
10 3
25 1
45 1
60 2
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Appendix E

Chi code Min-max simulation model

In this Appendix the code used for the Min-max model is given.
from standardlib import *

/* specific types of information, which can be used as output for a process */
type lot= (real,real,real,real, real,real,real,real,real)/* info a a SKU, which enters */
type info= real /*used which SKU enters the process */
type inpr = (real, real)/*when SKU leave the process, which SKU leaves and with which priority */
type prio = 99* real/* vector with all how many SKUs in repair */

/* Process to generate arrivals and assign parameters to arrivals */
proc G (chan a!: lot, chan b!:info)= /* two outgoing channels, a of type lot and b of type info */
|[/*characteristic of parameters and variables: */

var d: -> real = exponential(0.1646),/* aggregate arrival rate */
nr: real =1.0,/* arrival number*/
id: real =0.0, /* SKU identity */
minlevel : real,/* minimum level for SKU */
totalrequirements: real, /*total requirements for SKU */
ag, bg: real, /* input parameters for Gamma distribution for SKU */
S: real, /* turn-around stock for SKU */
t: real, /* parameter used to take sample of exponential distribution (var d) */
currentprio: real=0.0, /* Current priority level for SKU */
y:nat, /* conversion parameter from real to nat */
var h: -> real = uniform(0.0,1.0), /* used to assigned type SKU to arrival*/
g: real, /* used to take sample of uniform distribution (var h) */
var s: [real], /*used to take characteristics of one SKU out of pt */
pt: 99*[real] = <[1.0,8.0,2.2500,9.4244,1.1823,8.0],[2.0,7.0,14.4444,1.0146,14.9708,20.0],
[3.0,1.0,0.1389,1.0146,14.9708,0.0],[4.0,1.0,0.0833,1.0146,14.9708,1.0],
[5.0,3.0,1.0000,3.4286,1.6667,14.0],......... > ,

/* Characteristics of SKUs , in succession:
[identity, minimum level, total requirements, a, b, turn-around stock]*/

/* actual process */
:: *(t := sample d /* take sample of exponential distribution for every arrival */
; delay t /* delay this time, inter arrival time*/
;g := sample h; /*take sample of uniform distribution */
( g< 0.01683 -> id:= 1.0
| g>= 0.01683 and g<0.12487 -> id:= 2.0
| g>= 0.12487 and g<0.12591 -> id:= 3.0
| g>= 0.12591 and g<0.12653 -> id:= 4.0
| g>= 0.12653 and g<0.13401 -> id:= 5.0
.......

) /* based on g, an SKU identity is assigned , is between two ranges*/

;y:=i2n(round(id)) /* conversion real to nat */
;s:=pt.(y-1) /* take list of characteristics of SKU out of pt */

;minlevel := takeoutlist(s,2.0)
;totalrequirements:= takeoutlist (s,3.0)
;repair time:= takeoutlist (s,4.0)
;ag:= takeoutlist (s,5.0)
;bg:= takeoutlist (s,6.0)
;S:= takeoutlist (s,7.0)
/* use takeoutlist function to take the xth element out of the list s,
and value assigned to a parameter */

;a!(nr,id, time, minlevel, totalrequirements, repair time, ag, bg, S, currentprio)
/* information send on output channel a*/
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;b!id /* information send on output channel b */
; nr:=nr+1) /* increase arrival number with 1 */
]|

/*Function that takes information out of a list */
func takeoutlist (val s: [real], x: real) -> real =
|[ var sa : [real], saa: real, z:nat /*auxiliary parameters */
:: z:=i2n (round(x)) /* convert real to nat */
;sa :=take(s,z) /* takes first z elements of list, and put in new list sa */
;sa :=drop(sa,(z-1)) /* drops from new list sa, the first (z-1) elements */
;saa:= hd(sa) /* for list sa, only number remains (removed from list)*/
;ret saa /* function returns a value */
]|

/*Process which update number of SKUs in repair, calculates average flow time and utilization */
proc INV(chan a?:info, chan b?:inpr, chan c!:prio)=
/* Process has one incoming channel of type: info ,
one ingoing channel of type inpr and one outgoing channel of type prio */

|[/*characteristic of parameters and variables: */
var x:info, /* var of type info, only one real number */
var xy: inpr, /* var of type inpr, two real numbers */
var y: prio, /* var of type prio, list of 6 real numbers */
xinrepair: 99* real= <0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0.......>,
/* vector of 99 numbers, to track number of one SKU in repair */

S: 99* real = <6.0,5.0,4.0,7.0,5.0,3.0......>,
/* vector of real numbers which correspond to turn-around stock of SKUs */

minlevel: 99*real = <5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0,4.0,1.0.....>,
/* vector of real numbers which correspond to min level of SKUs */
ti: 99*real = <0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0.....>,
/* vector used to register the last time an event happens, used for calculating fill rate */
ui: 99*real= <0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0.....>,
/* vector used to register most recent fill rate of SKUs */
tj: 99*real = <0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0.....>,
/* vector used to register the last time an event happens, used for calculating minrate */
uj: 99*real= <0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0....>,
/*vector used to register most recent min rate of SKUâĂŹs */
tk: 99*real = <0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0....>,
/* vector used to register last time an event happens, used for EBO */
uk: 99*real =<0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0....>,/* vector used to register most recent EBO of SKUâĂŹs */
demandrate: 99*real = <0.01683,0.10804,0.00104,0.00062,0.00748,0.00036,0.01745,0.00042....>
/* vector, with fractions of total demand for SKUs, used for calculating the
aggregate fill rate /& min rate */
v: real, /* used for calculating utilization, or 1.0 (when there was inventory in
previous period ) or 0.0 (no inventory in previous period) */
h: real, /* actual inventory level of a SKU*/
z: nat, /*used for conversion of real to nat */
w: nat, /* used for conversion of real to nat*/
xs:[(info, real)]= [] ,/ *add to incoming info the time, result in a vector with
type of SKU and arrival time, start with empty one */
ys:[(info, real)]= [],/* auxiliary variable by calculating Average Flow time */
best: (info, real),
/* auxiliary variable by calculating Average Flow time, to find first same SKU */
i:real=0.0, /*number of parts repaired, used by calculating Average Flow time */
n: real= 0.0,/*number of parts repaired of prio 1 &2, used by calculating average flow time prio 1 en 2 */
m: real = 0.0 , /* number of parts repaired of rest prios,used by calculating average
flow time rest */
AvFlowtime: real=0.0 /* variable for Average Flowtime*/
AvFleen: real=0.0, /* variable for Average Flow time of prio 1 and 2 */
AvFlrest: real=0.0, /*variable for Average Flow time of rest prios */
EBO: real, /* variable for Expected Backorders */
Fillrate: real, /* aggregate fill rate */
Minrate: real /* to measure fraction of time inventory level is above min level */
f: nat, /*used to convert time to a nat */
k: real /* auxiliary variable */
/* actual process */
::*((a?x /* every incoming a is op type info, means that a process B is a part arrived op SKU
type x*/
;xs:=xs++[(x,time)]
/* this number plus the current time are put in a list xs, added at the end of that list,
in this list are all times a type of SKU enters the process in G registered,
the first part in the list has the lowest arrival time */
;z:=i2n(round(x)) /* the incoming number is of type info and is a real, is converted to a nat */
;xinrepair.(z-1):=xinrepair.(z-1)+1 /* (z-1) element in the vector xinrepair is update with 1,
one extra part of SKU (z-1) is in repair */
;y:=xinrepair /* the vector xs gets a new name */
; id:=1.0 /* id is set on 1.0 needed for loop for calculating fill rate */
;c!y /*outgoing channel to process B, is the vector with the numbers of xinrepair for every SKU */

/*calculation of fill rate, EBO, Minrate, after an update when inventory went
up (distinction has to be made whether level goes up or down)*/
;h:=S.(z-1)-y.(z-1) /* calculate inventory level */
;(h >= -1.0 -> v:=0.0 | h<-1.0 -> v:=1.0) /* EBO */
/* check whether inventory is below or above a certain level and whether there are EBOs */
;(tk.(z-1), uk.(z-1)):= tEbo(tk.(z-1),time, uk.(z-1),(abs(h)-1),v)
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/* use function tEBO to calculate EBO, */
;(S.(z-1)=0.0 -> v:=0.0 |S.(z-1) /= 0.0 and h >= 0.0 -> v:= 1.0 | S.(z-1) /=0.0 and h<0.0 -> v:=0.0)
/* check whether inventory level is above zero or not, for fill rate */
;(ti.(z-1),ui.(z-1)):= tAver(ti.(z-1),time, ui.(z-1), v)
/* use function tAver to update current fill rate */
;(h >= (minlevel.(z-1)-1.0) -> v:= 1.0 | h < (minlevel.(z-1)-1.0) -> v:=0.0)
/* check inventory level whether is above minlevel or not */
;(tj.(z-1),uj.(z-1)):= tAver(tj.(z-1),time, uj.(z-1), v)
/* use function tAver to calculate current minrate */

;fillrate:= inprod(ui, demandrate) /* calculate fill rate using function inprod */
;Minrate:= inprod(uj, demandrate)
;EBO:= sum(uk) /* calculate EBO using function sum */
;k:=time /* time as real number */
;f:= i2n(round(k)) /*convert time to nat */

;(f mod 7000 =0 -> /* give only output if time is 0, or multiple of 7000 */
!! " FillrateSystem: ", Fillrate, "\n"
; !! " MinrateSystem: ", Minrate, "\n"
; !! " EBO: ", EBO, "\n"
|f mod 7000 /= 0 -> skip )
)

|(b?xy /* for every incoming part over channel b,(xy ),
where the first element is the SKU name and the second the priority, the xinrepair is also adapted.
In this case xinrepair decreases, same process as incoming part over channel a ,
only now decrease with one */

; i:=i+1 /* registers how many parts are repaired */
; z:=i2n(round(xy.0))
; xinrepair.(z-1):=xinrepair.(z-1)-1
; y:=xinrepair
;c!y
/* same as above, only when inventory level goes down */
; h:=S.(z-1)-y.(z-1)
;(h >= 1.0 -> v:=0.0 | h < 1.0 -> v:=1.0) /*EBO*/
;(tk.(z-1), uk.(z-1)):= tEbo(tk.(z-1),time, uk.(z-1),(abs(h)+1.0),v)
;(S.(z-1)=0.0 -> v:=0.0 |S.(z-1) /= 0.0 and h >= 2.0 -> v:= 1.0 | S.(z-1) /=0.0 and h < 2.0 -> v:=0.0)
;(ti.(z-1),ui.(z-1)):= tAver(ti.(z-1),time, ui.(z-1), v)
;(h >= (minlevel.(z-1)+1) -> v:=1.0 | h< (minlevel.(z-1)+1) -> v:=0.0)
;(tj.(z-1),uj.(z-1)):= tAver(tj.(z-1),time, uj.(z-1), v)

;Fillrate:= inprod(ui, demandrate)
;Minrate:= inprod(uj, demandrate)
;EBO:= sum(uk)
;k:=time
;f:= i2n(round(k))
;(f mod 7000 =0 ->
!! " FillrateSystem: ", Fillrate, "\n"
; !! " MinrateSystem: ", Minrate, "\n"
; !! " EBO: ", EBO, "\n"
|f mod 7000 /= 0 -> skip )
))
]|

/* Function that multiplies two vectors */
func inprod(val a, b: 99*real) -> real=
|[ var i: nat= 0, s: real= 0.0
:: (i< 99) *>(s:=s + a.i * b.i; i:=i+1)
/* loop, the ith element of list a is multiplied with the ith element of list b
and added to value s, this is done for all SKUs */
; ret s /* returned value */
]|
/* Function that sums the values of a vector, used for EBO */
func sum(val a:99*real) ->real =
|[ var i: nat= 0, s:real=0.0
:: (i<99) *>( s:=s+a.i; i:=i+1)
/* loop, the ith element of a list is added to the value s, this is done for all SKUs */
; ret s
]|

/* Function where the expected backorders of one SKU are calculated */
func tEbo(val ti, t, u, s, h: real )->(real,real) =
|[t =0.0 -> ret(t, u)

| t >0.0 -> ret(t, ti/t*u+(t-ti)/t*(s*h)) /* fraction of the time there is there are backorders,
multiplied with the height of the backorders (h). Recursive formula */
]|

/* Functions that calculates average fillrate */
func tAver(val ti,t,u, s: real)-> (real,real)=
|[t=0.0 -> ret (t,u)
|t>0.0 -> ret (t,ti/t*u+(t-ti)/t*s)
/* fraction of the time there is inventory, recursive formula */
]|
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/* Process which assigns priority to part and released parts based on priority */
proc B(chan a?: lot, b!:lot, chan c?:prio)= /* incoming channel a of type lot, outgoing channel b,
of type lot and incoming chan c, of type prio ( vector xinrepair from process INV)

|[/*characteristic of parameters and variables: */
var xs: [lot]=[], /* vector with lots */
x:lot, /* x is of type lot */
var ys: prio, /*ys is of type prio */
id: real, /* identity is a real number */
xinrepair: real, /* also real */
y: nat, /* used as auxiliary variable, for conversionfromreal to nat */
i: real =0.0, /*total parts */
n: real=0.0, /* total prio parts */
m: real=0.0, /* total rest parts */
AvWait: real =0.0, /* variable to calculate average wiating time */
AvWaitrest: real = 0.0, /* waiting time rest parts */
AvWaiteen: real = 0.0,/* waiting time parts prio */
d: nat, /* to convert time to nat */
h: real,
varW :real =0.0, /* variance waiting time, all parts */
varWeen:real = 0.0,/* variance waiting time, parts with higher priority */
varWrest :real =0.0, /* variance waiting time, remaining parts */
v: lot

/* actual process */
:: *( (a?x; id:=x.1 /* 1st element of lot (x) is the id */
;y:=i2n(round(id)) /* conversion to nat */
; xinrepair:= ys.(y-1) /* xinrepair of SKU y , is the (y-1)th element in the vector ys */
; x.8:=calculateprio(x.3, x.4,xinrepair,x.7) /*with function calculateprio (and input variable ),
priority level is assigned at 8th element in x */
;xs:=xs++[x] /*the arriving lot is added to a vector of lots (xs) */
; xs:=sort(xs,inc2) /* vector s is sorted with function inc2 */
|len(xs)>0 -> b!hd(xs)
; i:=i+1
/* calculate waiting time, (prio, rest)
;(i <2 -> skip| i>= 2 ->
varW:= ((i-2)/(i-1))*varW + (((time-hd(xs).2)-AvWait)ˆ2/i)
) /* calculate variance */

;AvWait:=((i-1)/i)*AvWait +((time-hd(xs).2)/i) /* for all parts */
/* distrinction whether prio or rest */
;(hd(xs).8 <= 2.0 -> n:=n+1.0 /* if is prio 2.0 or below, prio part */
;(n<2 -> skip | n>= 2 ->
varWeen:= ((n-2)/(n-1))*varWeen + (((time-hd(xs).2)-AvWaiteen)ˆ2/n)
) /* variance prio */
; AvWaiteen:=((n-1)/n)*AvWaiteen +((time-hd(xs).2)/n)
|hd(xs).8 > 2.0 -> m:=m+1.0

;(m<2 -> skip| m>= 2 ->
varWrest:= ((m-2)/(m-1))*varWrest + (((time-hd(xs).2)-AvWaitrest)ˆ2/m)

) /* variance rest */
;AvWaitrest:=((m-1)/m)*AvWaitrest +((time-hd(xs).2)/m)
)

; xs:=tl(xs) /* when the length of vector xs is larger than 0,
the head of the vector is send over channel b, to process M,
xs is the remaining elements in the vector*/

/* only give output when t is 0, or multiple of 7000 */
;h:=time
;d:= i2n(round(h))
;(d mod 7000 =0 ->
!! " AverageWaittot: " , AvWait, "\n"
; !! " AverageWaitprio: " , AvWaiteen, "\n"
;!! " AverageWaitrest: " , AvWaitrest, "\n"
;!! "varWtot: " ,varW, "\n"
;!! "varWprio: " ,varWeen, "\n"
;!! "varWrest: " ,varWrest, "\n"
| d mod 7000 /= 0 -> skip )

)

|c?ys) /* every time an element enters over channel c, ys is updated to newest version */
]|

/* Assign priority level to part */
func calculateprio (val minlevel,totalrequirements, Xinrepair, S : real) -> real =
/* input variables needed for function */
|[ var Currentprio: real, INV: real /* values used */
::( INV:= S- Xinrepair; /* calculate inventory, by subtracting xinrepair of S */
(INV <= 0.0 -> Currentprio:=1.0

|INV > 0.0 and INV < minlevel -> Currentprio:=2.0
|INV >= minlevel and INV < (minlevel+totalrequirements) -> Currentprio:=3.0
|INV >= (minlevel+totalrequirements) and INV < (minlevel + 2*totalrequirements) -> Currentprio:=4.0
|INV >= (minlevel + 2*totalrequirements) and INV < (minlevel + 3*totalrequirements)
-> Currentprio:=5.0
|INV >= (minlevel + 3*totalrequirements) -> Currentprio:=99.0)
; ret Currentprio ) /* based on different INV levels, a priority level is assigned,
this value is returned */
]|
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/* Function to sort a list, lowest priority first, when equal priority lowest
arrival number first */
func inc2(val x, y: (lot)) -> bool = /* two lots are compared */
|[ (x.8 /= y.8 -> ret x.8 < y.8
/* when 8th elements are not equal (currentprio level ), return in increasing sequence */
| x.8 = y.8 -> ret x.0 < y.0) /* in case 8th elements are equal,
return in increasing sequence based on 0th element (arrival number ) */
]|

/*Process which has a certain number of servers in parallel, and delays a part ,
delay is equal to actual time a employee is working on the part*/
proc M(chan a?: lot, b!:lot, val n: nat) =
/* one incoming channel a of type lot and one outgoing channel b of type lot,
val n gives the number of parallel machines */
|[ /*chacteristics of parameters and variables */
var x:lot, /* of type lot */
xs:[(lot,real)]=[],
/* is a vector with where every element is a lot and a real, equal to parts which are in repair*/
ti: real=0.0, /* auxiliary variable for calculating the utilization */
u:real= 0.0 /* utilization */
v: real , /* use to take sample of gamma distribution */
f: nat,/* convert time to nat */
h: real
/* actual process */
:: *((len(xs) > 0 -> skip;

(len(xs)< n -> a?x; /* if there is place in system, part can enter */
d:=gamma(x.5, x.6) /* gamma distribution, repair time, parameters ag, bg */
; v:= sample d /* take sample to determine unique repair time*/
;xs:=xs++[(x,time + v)];/*add time+ repair time (end time), to part, place in list xs*/
(ti,u):=tAver(ti,time,u, ((len(xs)-1)/n))
/* calculate utilization */
; xs:=sort(xs,inc) /* sort list, first end time first */

|delay hd(xs).1 - time /* delay (actual time- endtime ) of first part in list */
; b!hd(xs).0 /* send to next process */
; (ti,u):=tAver(ti,time,u, ((len(xs))/n))
/* calculate utilization */
; xs:=tl(xs) /* remove part from list */
)
|len (xs) = 0 -> a?x /* if nothing in list, add to list, same method */
; d:= gamma(x.5, x.6)
; v:= sample d
;(ti,u):=tAver(ti,time,u,(len(xs)/n))

; xs:=xs++[(x,time + v)]
;xs:=sort(xs,inc) /*; !! xs, "\n"*/
)

/* only output if t= 0 or multiple of 7000 */
;h:=time
;f:= i2n(round(h))
;(f mod 7000 =0 ->
!! " Util: ", u, "\n"

|f mod 7000 /= 0 -> skip ))

/*Function to sort on time, earliest time first */
func inc(val x, y: (lot,real)) -> bool =
|[ ret x.1 < y.1]| /* returns elements in increasing sequence */

proc T(chan a?: lot, b!:lot, val n: nat) = /* Transport time is fixed 1 day, same manner as machine*/
|[ var x: lot ,
xs: [(lot, real)]=[]
:: *(len(xs) > 0 -> skip;

(len(xs)< n -> a?x
;xs:=xs++[(x,time+1)]
;xs:=sort(xs,inc)
|delay hd(xs).1-time

; b!hd(xs).0; xs:=tl(xs))

|len (xs) = 0 -> a?x
;xs:=xs++[(x,time+1)]
;xs:=sort(xs,inc))
]|

proc E(chan a?:lot, chan b!:inpr)=
|[ var x: lot,
AvFlowtime: real = 0.0,/* variables to calculate Througput time */
AvFleen: real =0.0,
AvFlrest: real =0.0,
n: real= 0.0,
i: real=0.0,
m: real= 0.0,
f: nat,/* convert variables */
h:real,
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varFlowtime: real =0.0,
varFleen: real =0.0,
varFlrest: real= 0.0
:: *(a?x ;b!(x.1, x.8) /* to INV to update inventory */
; i:=i+1 /* same way as calculation of average waiting time */
;(i <2 -> skip| i>= 2 ->
varFlowtime:= ((i-2)/(i-1))*varFlowtime + (((time-x.2)-AvFlowtime)ˆ2/i))
/* calculate variance */
;AvFlowtime:=((i-1)/i)*AvFlowtime +((time-x.2)/i)

;(x.8 <= 2.0 -> n:=n+1.0
;(n<2 -> skip | n>= 2 ->
varFleen:= ((n-2)/(n-1))*varFleen + (((time-x.2)-AvFleen)ˆ2/n)
) /* variance parts with prio */

; AvFleen:=((n-1)/n)*AvFleen +((time-x.2)/n)

|x.8 > 2.0 -> m:=m+1.0
;(m <2 -> skip | m>= 2 ->
varFlrest:= ((m-2)/(m-1))*varFlrest + (((time-x.2)-AvFlrest)ˆ2/m)
) /* variance rest */

;AvFlrest:=((m-1)/m)*AvFlrest +((time-x.2)/m)
)
/* only sometimes output*/
;h:=time
;f:= i2n(round(h))
;(f mod 7000= 0 ->

!! "AverageFlowtimetot: " , AvFlowtime ,"\n"
;!! "itot: ", i, "\n"
;!! "AverageFlowtimerest: " , AvFlrest, "\n"
;!! "mtot: ", m, "\n"
; !! "AverageFlowtimeprio : " , AvFleen, "\n"
;!! "ntot: ", n, "\n"
;!! "vartotal: ", varFlowtime, "\n"
;!! "varprio: ", varFleen, "\n"
;!! "varrest: ", varFlrest, "\n"
|f mod 7000 /= 0 -> skip )
)

]|
/* specification of actual model, specify all in and output channels,
chosen for 86 machines in process M and 1000 in process T */
model MM()=
|[ chan a,b,c,e: lot, chan f:info, chan g:prio, chan h: inpr
:: G(a,f)||INV(f,h,g)||B(a,b,g)||M(b,c,86)||T(c,e,1000)||E(e,h)
]|
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Appendix F

Chi code Lead-time simulation model

The model for the Lead-time situation is almost the same as the model of the Min-max
model. Therefore only the changes are given. When a process is not given, no changes are
made.
type nrepair = 99* real /* number of parts of a SKU which are in process $N_1$ */
type infonor = (real, real ) /* gives the SKU type and the due-date time */

proc G (chan a!: lot, chan b!:info)= |[
Tlevel : real,/* level used for calculating the threshols */
::
;Tlevel := takeoutlist(s,2.0) /* is in parameter list on the 2nd place */
;a!(nr,id, time, Tlevel, totalrequirements ag, bg, S, currentprio)
]|

----
Process INV is the same, only the average flowtime for prio 1 \& 2, average flow time rest and
the min rate are not calculated anymore
----
/* Process NR, it is registered how many parts are in process $N_1$ */
proc NR(chan a?: infonor, chan b!: nrepair, val n: nat) =
/* one incoming element of type infornor and one outgoing of nrepair,
val n gives the number of machines in parallel */
|[var inr : nrepair = <0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0 >,/* list of number of number in process $N_1$ */
var x: infonor, /* var is of type infonor */
xs: [(infonor)] =[], /* list of infonor */
id: nat /* auxiliary variable */

:: *(( len(xs) > 0 -> skip;
(len(xs)< n -> a?x /* when length is smaller then n, an incoming element of type infonor arrives */
; id:= i2n(round(x.0)) /* the first element is converted to a nat */
; inr.(id-1):= inr.(id-1)+1 /* the number of numbers in process $N_1$ is updated with 1*/
; xs:=xs++[(x)] /* element is added to a list */
; xs:=sort(xs, inc3) /* this list is sorted on due date, earliest due date first */
; b!inr /* the list is on the outgoing channel */
|delay hd(xs).1-time /* when time is expired, element is removed from list */
; id:= i2n(round(hd(xs).0))
; inr.(id-1):=inr.(id-1)-1 /* number in process $N_1$ is updated */
; b!inr ;
; xs:= tl(xs))

| len (xs) = 0 -> a?x /* in case is equal to one, same as above */
; xs:=xs++[(x)]
; xs:= sort(xs,inc3)
; id:=i2n(round(x.0))
; inr.(id-1):=inr.(id-1) +1
;b!inr )
)]|

/* function used to sort elements on due date, earliest due date first */
func inc3(val x, y: (infonor)) -> bool =
|[ ret x.1 < y.1]|

proc B(chan a?: lot, b!:lot, chan c?:prio, chan d?: nrepair, chan e!: infonor)=
|[ var xs: [lot]=[],
x:lot,
var ys: prio,
id: real,
xinrepair: real,
xinnormal: real, /* var to convert data from list into one real number */
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y: nat,
var ws: nrepair= <0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0.......>,
AvWait: real =0.0,
AvWaitrest: real = 0.0,
AvWaiteen: real = 0.0,
v: lot,
g: real,
h:real,
f:nat,
:: *(d?ws /*; !! "nrepair: ", ws, "\n" */
|(a?x

;id:=x.1
;y:=i2n(round(id))
;xinrepair:= ys.(y-1)
;xinnormal:= ws.(y-1) /* For one type of SKU, how many parts there are in process $N_1$ */
;g:= (x.5*x.6*1.001); /*calculate possible emergecy lead-time */
;x.8:=calculateprio( x.2, x.3, xinnormal,x.7, g) /*calculate van prio */
;((x.8 - x.2) = 56 -> e!(x.1,x.8-40) |(x.8-x.2) /= 56 -> skip )
/* in case a part gets normal lead- time it is it send to process NR, to update the number of in
process $N_1$

the lead-time - 5.0 is used because this is the time a part is in process $N_1$ */
;xs:=xs++[x]
;xs:=sort(xs,inc2)

|len(xs)>0 -> b!hd(xs)

-------------
calculate average waiting time and variance same as Min-max
-------------

)
;xs:=tl(xs))

------------
generate output, same as before
------------

|c?ys)
]|

/* new function to calculate priority */
func calculateprio (val tijd, Tlevel, xinnormal, S: real) -> real =
|[ var Currentprio: real,
Threshold: real /* to calculate Threshold */

::( Threshold:= Tlevel; /* is turn-around stock minus T-level */
(xinnormal < Threshold -> Currentprio:=tijd + 56 /* normal lead-time (20),
when xinnormal is < Threshold */

|xinnormal >= Threshold-> Currentprio:= tijd + g /* other wise emergency(5) */
)
; ret Currentprio )
]|

--------
Above priority rule is true for To-Be situation, in As-Is situation the Threshold= S-Tlevel
(in this case the input is different, the Tlevel is the minimum level in this case)
--------
Same processes as in Min-max situation
--------

proc E(chan a?:lot, chan b!:inpr)=
|[ var x: lot,
n: real =0.0, /* totaal number in process */
i: real =0.0, /* number of parts which got emergency lead-time */
j: real =0.0, /* parts which gets normal lead-time */
w: real =0.0, /* number of parts, which didn’t finished within due-date */
t: real
:: *(a?x ; n:=n+1
;((x.9-x.2 = 56 )-> j:=j+1| (x.9-x.2 /= 56) -> i:=i+1)
/* when 20, normal lead-time and 20 when emergency lead-time */
---------
Calculate throughput time and variance
---------
; t:= time
;(t > x.9 -> w:=w+1| t <= x.9 -> skip)
/* check whether finished before due-date */
; !! "% due date not reached: ", w/n, "\n"

;b!(x.1, x.9)

--------
Generate output
--------
]|

/* how processes are related in lead-time model */
model MM()=
[ chan a,b,c,d: lot, chan f:info, chan g:prio, chan h: inpr , chan i: infonor, chan j: nrepair
:: G(a,f)||INV(f,h,g)||NR (i,j,1000)||B(a,b,g,j,i)||M(b,c,84)||T(c,d,1000)||E(d,h)
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Appendix G

Calculations assumptions input
parameters

In this chapter all assumptions made by the calculations for the input parameters for the
As-Is situations are given.

Arrival rates and cumulative demand

The arrival rate of an SKU is calculated using data from the actual non-recurring and
recurring demand of an SKU at the OBs and SBs. The range of the data is from January
2009 until December 2011. The data is obtained by Joost van Oirschot. In the calculations
of the arrival rates different assumptions are made, these are listed below.

1 It is assumed that the demand is Poisson distributed

2 In case the average demand of an SKU in 2011 is less than or equal to 0.5 parts per
month, also the demand from 2009 and 2010 is taken into account, when calculating
the average monthly demand.

3 In case the average demand of an SKU is higher than 0.5 per month, only the demand
of 2011 is taken into account in the calculations of the monthly demand.

4 When there was no demand in 2009-2011, the expected yearly demand of 2012 is taken
and converted to monthly demand

5 The arrival rates are divided by the minimum order quantity. This is to correct for
batch repairs.

6 Two SKUs are scrapped from the list. This is done because these products only had
high demand rate during 2011, which implies that it was a special action to replace
these parts in 2011. The years before there was no demand for these products. In
comparison with the other products this demand was too high and therefore these
SKUs are scrapped.

The values obtained after step 5, are used as total requirements for one month, which are
needed for the calculation of the priority levels.

For the total arrival rate, the demand rates of all the SKUs are added up. This is the
total Poisson demand of all SKUs per month. The unity of the Chi model is equal to days,
therefore the Poisson month demand must be divided by 22 days (assuming that there are
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22 days in a month) to get the Poisson demand of all SKUs per day. In the Chi model, the
input must be exponential. To get this the inverse of the Poisson demand has to be taken.
The actual demand rate used is 0.1646.

Minimum level

For the minimum stock the values of the actual minimum stock of the first of January 2012
are used. The original values are divided by the minimum order quantity to correct for the
batches.

Repair time Machine M

The total time spent in the CBT is also depends on the unavailability of SRUs and routings
between different repair groups. At NedTrain there is data available about the cycle time of
an order at the CBT. This cycle time starts a moment for the actual repair and ends when
the order is repaired. Data of these cycle times is obtained by Guido Aerts and has a range
from January 2008 until March 2011. Several assumptions are made in the calculations for
input parameters for the repair time for machine M. These are listed below.

- For every SKU the ten most recent measures of the cycle time of the repair are used
to calculate the mean and standard deviation

- Only the measurements from 2010 and 2011 are taken; when there are no other mea-
sures available an exception is made.

- If there are less than ten measures available then the number available is used

- The cycle times of an order are converted to the minimum order quantity which is
given at the data of 2012 (which means divided by the actual order quantity and
multiplied by the minimum order quantity)

- When multiple orders have the same cycle time and the same start date, these orders
are seen as a batch, and therefore have to be converted together to the minimum order
quantity.

- When there are no cycle times available for the estimation of the repair time, the
average cycle time of the all orders processed in 2011 is used. The average repair time
of these orders becomes 15.19 days. This average repair time is independently from
the order quantity. The standard deviation these parts gets is equal to the mean. This
is done because in this case the parts have an exponential repair time, which is quite
extreme.

- For simulation in Chi, it is assumed that repair times are gamma distributed. Therefore
the mean and standard deviation are used to determine the input parameters of a
Gamma distribution.

- In the manual of Chi is written that the Gamma distribution has the parameters a and
b. Where E[X] = a · b and V ar[X] = a · b2. Out of these functions it can be derived
that a = E[X]/b and b = V ar[X]/E[X] . For every SKU a and b are calculated

- The delay for machine M is equal to a sample out of the Gamma distribution. Both
values are unique for every SKU.
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Transportation time Machine T

The delay for machine T equals to 1, this time deterministic and for every SKU the same.

Investment cost of spare parts

There are two different data sheets containing information regarding the investment cost of
spare parts, one by Jack Apallius de Vos en one by Stijn Wouters. These datasheets contain
quite large differences in the costs of an SKU. The values in the data sheet obtained by
Stijn Wouters are higher than the values in the sheet obtained by Jack Apallius de Vos.
There are only a few cases where the values from Jacks sheet are higher, but in this case
the differences are relatively small. With the approval of Jack Apallius de Vos, we choose
to use the datasheet obtained from Stijn.

Turn-around stock

The turn-around stock is obtained from data collected by Joost van Oirschot. Nedtrain
registers how many Ready-For-Use parts are in the network on inventory, how many defective
parts are waiting for repair and how many parts are in repair. Taking the sum of these
numbers gives us the actual turn-around stock. The data used is from April 2012. There is
no historic data available of this information. It is assumed that the turn-around-stock of
April 2012 is equal to the turn-around-stock of January 2012.

Influence of assumptions on situation

For all the assumptions made during the calculations with the data, we have tried to stay
as close to the original data as possible. The influence of the assumptions during the
calculations will not influence the results significantly.
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Appendix H

Verification Min-max model

In this chapter the Chi models are verified. This is done in two ways. First, the output of
the simulation model is compared with exact calculations. Second, extreme values are put
into the model to check whether the simulation models does what we expect.

H.1 Comparison with exact calculation

This section chechs whether the simulation model gives the same output as general formulas
give. This is done for the indicators: utilization, average throughput time, the fill rate and
the expected back orders and the minrate. For every performance indicator the exact value
is calculated using a formula and is compared with the output of simulation runs, using a
t-test (α = 0.95) in SPSS. When the output of the simulations models is not significantly
different from the exact calculation is can be concluded that the model is valid. It is plausible
that when this is true for one scenario, it is valid for all scenarios. To verify the model the
values of the actual test-bed of NedTrain are used.

The model is validated using the input parameters for the Min-max As-Is situation. The
actual values of the input is displayed in Appendix K. When the transportation time is
excluded, the Min-max model is an M/G/c queue. When the value for the c is large, this
queue can be approximated by an M/G/∞ queue. For this type of queue, it is possible to
calculate the values of different indicators. We choose to set c equal to 1000. In Table H.1,
an overview of the values of the exact calculation of the indicators is given. The model is
validated by running 15 simulation runs with a run length of 5000 time units (days).

Table H.1: Exact calculation of several indicators for dataset for As-Is situation

Indicator Value
Utilization 0.0822
EBO 11.8655
Fill rate 0.8446
Average Throughput time 13.5226
Average Throughput time prio 1 & 2 15.3840
Average Throughput time rest 13.0681
Minrate 0.8346
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Utilization

In the simulation model an M/G/1000 queue is used for the simulation of the repair process.
For such a queue the exact utilization can be calculated with Formula H.1, using formula
H.2 and H.3 (Houtum & Hoen, 2008)

ρ = M · E(B)
c

(H.1)

E(B) =
n∑
i=0

mi ·Ri
M

(H.2)

M =
n∑
i=0

mi (H.3)

where ρ is the utilization, E(B) is the expected repair time of all SKUs,Ri is the average
repair time of SKU i, c is the number of machines in parallel (maximum number of parts in
the system) and n is the total number of SKUs. The exact value for the utilization is 0.0822.
In Figure H.1, can be seen that the both utilities are not significantly different. This is true
because the value zero is included in the confidence interval of the difference.

Figure H.1: Comparison of exact utilization with utilization of simulation for Min-max
model, using of a t-test (α = 0.95)

Fill rate

The fill rate can be calculated using Formulas H.4 and H.5

β(S) =
n∑
i=0

= mi

M
· βi(Si) (H.4)

βi(Si) =
Si−1∑
i=0

P (Xi = x) (H.5)

where β(S) is the aggregate fill rate for a given vector S and βi(Si) is the fill rate of SKU i
for a given Si. P (Xi = x) is the probability that there are x parts in repair of SKU i. The
exact value for the fill rate is 0.8446. Figure H.2 shows that the fill rate from the simulation
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is not significant different from the exact calculation of the fill rate; zero is included in the
confidence interval of the difference.

Figure H.2: Comparison of exact fill rate with fill rate of simulation for Min-max model,
using of a t-test (α = 0.95)

Expected Back orders

The expected backorders can be calculated using Formula H.6 and H.7(Houtum & Hoen,
2008).

EBO(S) =
n∑
i=0

EBO(Si) (H.6)

EBO(Si) = miRi − Si +
Si∑
x=0

(Si − x)P (Xi = x) (H.7)

where EBO(S) is the aggregate expected backorders and EBO(Si) is the expected backo-
rders for SKU i. The exact calculation of the expected backorders is equal to 11.2861, see
Table H.1. Figure H.3 shows that the values of the exact calculation and the simulation
runs does not differ significantly.

Average Throughput time

The average throughput time the simulation model calculates must be equal to the average
repair time. The average repair time is equal to 13.5226. In Figure H.4 it can be seen that
there is no significant difference between the value of the exact calculation and the value of
the simulation.

Besides the average throughput time also the average throughput time for parts which
gets immediately prio 1 & 2 and the average throughput time (rest) for parts which do not
get prio 1 or 2 immediately are calculated. Some parts in the data are used to validate the
model, get immediately get prio 1 or 2, this is because of their combination of the minimum
level and the turn-around stock. For example, a part which has a minimum level of 3 and a
turn-around stock of 4, immediately gets prio 2 when one part goes into repair. Because in
this case the inventory level at the LLC is equal to minimum level. The average throughput
time for parts with higher priority is 15.3840. Figure H.5 shows that there are no significant
differences between the exact calculation and the simulation output.
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Figure H.3: Comparison of exact expected backorders and expected backorders in simulation
for Min-max model, using a t-test (α = 0.95)

Figure H.4: Comparison of exact average throughput time with average throughput time of
simulation for Min-max model, using of a t-test (α = 0.95)

The exact value of the average throughput time rest is equal to 13.0681. In Figure H.6
it can be seen that the exact calculation differs significantly from the simulation output.
This can be explained by the fact that in the exact calculation the parts are taken into
account which have not a high priority at the start of a simulation run. These priorities
differ during the simulation runs and therefore the average throughput time rest, can also
differ. However, there is a relation between the different throughput times. This relation is
shown in Formula H.8.

E(TH) = E(THprio1&2) · h
j

+ E(THrest) ·
j − h
j

(H.8)

where E(TH) is the average throughput time of all parts, E(THprio1&2) is the average
throughput time of parts with prio 1& 2, E(THrest) is the average throughput time for
the remaining parts. h is the total number of parts which get prio 1 & 2 and j are the
total number of parts. The relation is true for the throughput times of the simulations. So,
however the average throughput time rest is significantly different from the exact calculation,
the results must be correct.

In the simulation also the average waiting time is calculated. The average waiting time,
as the average waiting time of parts with prio 1& 2, as the average waiting time of the
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Figure H.5: Comparison of exact average throughput time for parts with prio 1 & 2 with
average throughput time for parts with prio 1 & 2 of simulation for Min-max model, using
of a t-test (α = 0.95)

Figure H.6: Comparison of exact average flow time with average flow time of simulation for
Min-max model, using of a t-test (α = 0.95)

remaining parts are all zero. This is in accordance with the reality, because when there is
enough capacity, parts do not have to wait.

H.1.1 Minrate
The minrate is the fraction of the time the inventory position is equal or above the minimum
level, see Formulas H.9 and H.10.

α(S,K) = mi

M
· αi(Si,Ki) (H.9)

αi(Si,Ki) =


Si−Ki∑
i=0

P (Xi = x) if Si −Ki > 0,

P (Xi = 0) if Si −Ki = 0,
0 if Si −Ki < 0

(H.10)

where α(S,K) is the aggregate minrate for a given turn-around stock vector and a minimum
vector. αi(Si,Ki) is the minrate for SKU i, with a given turn-around stock, Si and a
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minimum level Ki. The exact value of the minrate is equal to 0.8346. In Figure H.7 it can
be seen that the two values do not differ significantly.

Figure H.7: Comparison of exact minrate with minrate of simulation for Min-max model,
using of a t-test (α = 0.95)

H.2 Extreme values Min-max

For some indicators an exact calculation is too complex, therefore extreme values tests
are done. For these test the Min-max As-Is situation is used, with corresponding input
parameters. The input parameters for which the extreme value test is done are changed,
the remaining input parameters remain unchanged. The number of servers is 95 in all runs.
The run length is 7000. All indicators of the models are given.

Turn-around stock

We choose to set the turn-around stock equal to 0 and to 100. Table H.2 shows that in
case the turn-around stock is equal to 0, all parts get prio 1 or 2 and the EBO is extremely
high. In case that the turn-around stock is equal to 100, almost no parts gets prio 1 or 2,
the fillrate is 100 % and there are no backorders. The results of the extreme value test are
as expected.

Repair times

Two cases for the repair times are tested. In the first case the parameters for the repair
times are both 1.0 and in the second case a = 10.0 and b = 1.0. In the latter case the repair
times are longer. In Table H.3 the results of the simulations can be seen. Because the repair
times are in the first case shorter than in the second case, the utilization rate is smaller,
there are less backorders, the fill rate is higher and the throughput times and waiting times
are shorter as in comparison with longer repair times. Because the throughput times are
shorter, fewer parts get Prio 1 or 2. So, the results are in line with the expectations.

number of severs

To test the extreme values for the number of servers, the number of servers is set equal to
50 and 1000. In Table H.4 can be seen that in case there are 50 servers the utilization, the
EBO, the throughput times, the waiting times are higher than in case of 1000 servers. With
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Table H.2: Extreme value test: Different values for turn-around stock for Min-max model

Key Performance Indicator Turn-around stock 0 Turn-around tock 100
Utilization 0.8613 0.8571
EBO 89.1270 0.0
Fill rate 0.0 1.0000
Average Throughput time 14.6028 14.5912
Variance Throughput time 266.3195 304.1095
Average Throughput time Prio 14.6028 14.6349
Variance Throughput time Prio 266.3195 0.0
Average Throughput time rest 0.0 14.5912
Variance Throughput time rest 0.0 304.1167
Average Waiting time 0.1726 0.1116
Variance Waiting time 0.3883 0.2095
Average Waiting time Prio 0.1726 0.0
Variance Waiting time Prio 0.3883 0.0
Average Waiting time Rest 0.0 0.1116
Variance Waiting time Rest 0.0 0.2095
Total parts 42522 42187
Total Prio parts 42522 1
Total Rest parts 0 2186
% Prio 100.0 0.0
Minrate 0.0525 1.000

Table H.3: Extreme value test: Different values for repair times for Min-max model

Key Performance Indicator a & b = 1.0 a = 10.0 & b = 1.0
Utilization 0.0643 0.8628
EBO 0.9771 12.5530
Fill rate 0.9061 0.8422
Average Throughput time 1.998 14.6176
Variance Throughput time 1.004 276.5511
Average Throughput time Prio 1.9932 16.5896
Variance Throughput time Prio 1.0081 400.6697
Average Throughput time rest 1.9981 14.2181
Variance Throughput time rest 1.0035 276.5457
Average Waiting time 0.0 0.0977
Variance Waiting time 0.0 0.2292
Average Waiting time Prio 0.0 0.0193
Variance Waiting time Prio 0.0 0.0070
Average Waiting time Rest 0.0 0.1172
Variance Waiting time Rest 0.0 0.2824
Total parts 42840 42338
Total Prio parts 4832 8414
Total Rest parts 38008 33924
% Prio 0.1271 0.1987
Minrate 0.9542 0.8264
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Table H.4: Extreme value test: Different number of servers for Min-max model

Key Performance Indicator 50 servers 1000 severs
Utilization 0.9993 0.0811
EBO 6899.0045 12.5309
Fill rate 0.0527 0.8436
Average Throughput time 1168.7397 14.3119
Variance Throughput time 550785.3951 262.1370
Average Throughput time Prio 1186.7210 16.2202
Variance Throughput time Prio 538404.2175 224.7376
Average Throughput time rest 19.2178 13.8520
Variance Throughput time rest 237.2376 270.0665
Average Waiting time 1156.8255 0.0
Variance Waiting time 553025.7084 0.0
Average Waiting time Prio 1174.8132 0.0
Variance Waiting time Prio 540605.3951 0.0
Average Waiting time Rest 4.4716 0.0
Variance Waiting time Rest 34.6786 0.0
Total parts 25582 42504
Total Prio parts 25188 8253
Total Rest parts 394 34251
% Prio 0.9845 0.2410
Minrate 0.0497 0.8309

1000 servers, every part which arrives, the repair can start immediately, therefore there are
no waiting times. The average throughput time rest in case of 50 servers is relatively low,
this can be declared by the fact that there are only a few parts which have a Prio higher
than 2. During the simulation, the waiting times become longer, due to the fact that there
are not enough servers. Therefore the inventory level decreases and almost every part get
a higher priority. It can be concluded that the results of these extreme value tests are in
accordance with the expectations.

Minimum level

To test the extreme values for the minimum levels, the minimum levels are set to 0 or to
100. In Table H.5 it can be seen that when the minimum level is 0, less parts get a higher
priority than when the minimum level is equal to 100. This can be explained because the
priority assignment is dependent from the minimum levels. When the inventory is below
the minimum level parts get a higher priority. When this minimum level is 100, almost all
parts get prio 1 or 2. The fact that there are still parts which get no priority in case the
minimum level is 100 is because there are parts which have a turn-around stock which is
larger than 100. This also explains the values for the minrate. When the minimum level
is 100, the inventory level is almost never higher than the minimum level and therefore the
minrate is low.

H.3 Conclusion

From the results from the extreme values test and the comparison with the exact calculation,
it can be concluded that the model does what we expect it does.
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Table H.5: Extreme value test: Different values of minimum level for Min-max model

Key Performance Indicator Minimum level 0 & Minimum level 100
Utilization 0.8713 0.8620
EBO 12.6831 12.5851
Fill rate 0.8428 0.8428
Average Throughput time 14.7616 14.6236
Variance Throughput time 293.5307 284.7228
Average Throughput time Prio 16.2493 14.6578
Variance Throughput time Prio 248.8930 286.65
Average Throughput time rest 14.4874 13.1640
Variance Throughput time rest 301.2835 189.9249
Average Waiting time 0.1853 0.1313
Variance Waiting time 1.1176 0.6645
Average Waiting time Prio 0.0239 0.1110
Variance Waiting time Prio 0.0069 0.2109
Average Waiting time Rest 0.2151 0.9944
Variance Waiting time Rest 1.3168 19.2269
Total parts 42569 42390
Total Prio parts 6626 41420
Total Rest parts 35943 970
% Prio 0.1557 0.9771
Minrate 0.8784 0.0203
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Appendix I

Verification Lead-time model

In this chapter the Lead-time model is verified. This verification is almost the same as the
verification of the Min-max model. First the comparison with the exact calculation is done
and thereafter the extreme value tests are given.

I.1 Comparison with exact calculation

The test-bed for the exact calculation is the Lead-time As-Is situation with C =1000. The
length of the simulation is 7000 and 15 runs are simulated. Only for four indicators the
comparison is done, respectively the utilization, fill rate, EBO and the average throughput
time. For the remaining indicators it was too complex to calculate the exact values. The
formulas used for the exact calculation and the values of the exact calculation are the same
as in the Min-max model and can be found in Table H.1. For the results see Figures I.1,
I.2,I.3 and I.4. For all indicators tested, there are no significant differences between the exact
value and the value of the simulation runs. This can be seen because in every confidence
interval of differences the value zero is included.

The Min-max model is used as basis for the Lead-time model, therefore almost all indica-
tors are calculated in the same manner. The results of the verification of the Min-max model
indicate that the model works as expected. So, there is a high probability that the Lead-time
model calculates what expected. However to support this statement more different extreme
value tests are done in the next section.

I.2 Extreme value test

Different scenarios of extreme values are tested. The input variables used are the values
obtained for the To-Be situation with 95 servers. For every extreme value test, one run is
simulated with a run length of 7000 days. The values of all indicators are given.

Lead-times

The model has been run in case that all parts get a regular lead-time of 56 and in case that
all parts get an emergency lead-time of 16. In both situations the priority rule is FCFS due
to the fact that all parts have the same lead-time. From Table I.1 it can be concluded that
the model works as expected. In case the lead-time is longer a smaller percentage of the
parts cannot be repaired within the lead-time. The other values of two cases are almost the
same, because FCFS is used.
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Figure I.1: Comparison of exact utilization with utilization of simulation for Lead-time
model, using of a t-test (α = 0.95)

Figure I.2: Comparison of exact fill rate with fill rate of simulation for Lead-time model,
using of a t-test (α = 0.95)

Figure I.3: Comparison of exact Expected Backorders and Expected backorders in simulation
for Lead-time model, using a t-test (α = 0.95)
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Figure I.4: Comparison of exact average throughput time with average throughput time of
simulation for Lead-time model, using of a t-test (α = 0.95)

Table I.1: Extreme value test: Different values for lead-times for Lead-time model

Key Performance Indicator All parts emergency All parts regular
Utilization 0.8787 0.8692
EBO 12.9046 12.8789
Fill rate 0.7748 0.7769
Average Throughput time 14.8360 14.7931
Variance Throughput time 284.3647 287.8823
Average Throughput time Emergency 14.8360 0.0
Variance Throughput time Emergency 284.3647 0.0
Average Throughput time rest 0.0 14.7931
Variance Throughput time rest 0.0 287.9452
Average Waiting time 0.1852 0.1901
Variance Waiting time 0.3062 0.3711
Average Waiting time Emergency 0.1852 0.0
Variance Waiting time Emergency 0.3062 0.0
Average Waiting time Rest 0.0 0.1901
Variance Waiting time Rest 0.0 0.3711
Total parts 42708 42382
Total Emergency parts 42708 0
Total Rest parts 0 42382
% Priority Emergency 0.0 100
Not within due date 0.3078 0.0217
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Table I.2: Extreme value test: Different number of servers for Lead-time model

Key Performance Indicator 50 servers 1000 servers
Utilization 0.9992 0.0822
EBO 7840.5535 12.6314
Fill rate 0.0226 0.7764
Average Throughput time 14.4934
Variance Throughput time 628410.2285 285.7721
Average Throughput time Emergency 1332.5473 14.3228
Variance Throughput time Emergency 625468.3060 246.5859
Average Throughput time rest 1369.9857 14.5321
Variance Throughput time rest 628844.2388 294.6424
Average Waiting time 1351.3463 0.0
Variance Waiting time 630525.4644 0.0
Average Waiting time Emergency 1321.1547 0.0
Variance Waiting time Emergency 628432.0444 0.0
Average Waiting time Rest 1358.1444 0.0
Variance Waiting time Rest 630774.9409 0.0
Total parts 25996 42548
Total Emergency parts 4775 7854
Total Rest parts 21221 34694
% Priority Emergency 0.1837 0.1846
Not within due date 0.9829 0.1092

Number of servers

The model is run for 50 and 1000 servers in the repair shop. From Table I.2 it can be
concluded that the throughput times, the waiting times and the EBO are sufficiently larger
when the repair shop has 50 servers compared to 1000 servers. When 1000 servers are used
the fill rate is also sufficiently higher and more parts are repaired within the due-date. This
can be declared because when there are 1000 servers, parts can go into repair immediately
and therefore the waiting time is equal to zero. The results are in accordance with the
expectations.

Turn-around stock

We tested what the influence is on the indicators when the turn-around stock of all parts is
equal to 0 or equal to 100. From Table I.3 can be seen that in case of a turn-around stock
of 0, all parts are backordered and the fill rate is therefore 0. In case the turn-around stock
is 100, almost all parts can be delivered immediately. Therefore the EBO is low and the fill
rate almost 100 %. This is in accordance with the expectations.

Threshold level

An effect similar by changing the lead-times can be reached when the threshold levels are
changed. From Table I.4, becomes clear that in case the threshold is 0, all parts get an
emergency lead-time and in case the threshold is 100, all parts get a regular lead-time. This
is in accordance with the expectations, because the assignment of lead-times is dependent
from the threshold. When the threshold is larger, less parts get an emergency lead-time.
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Table I.3: Extreme value test: Different values for turn-around stock for Lead-time model

Key Performance Indicator Turn-around stock 0 Turn-around stock 100
Utilization 0.8736 0.8567
EBO 90.3312 0.0
Fill rate 0.0 1.0000
Average Throughput time 14.8266 14.4385
Variance Throughput time 279.5651 260.0973
Average Throughput time Emergency 14.6937 14.25500
Variance Throughput time Emergency 265.5896 270.7393
Average Throughput time rest 14.8572 14.4789
Variance Throughput time rest 282.7889 257.7394
Average Waiting time 0.1829 0.0921
Variance Waiting time 0.4500 0.1877
Average Waiting time Emergency 14.6937 0.0178
Variance Waiting time Emergency 0.0113 0.0143
Average Waiting time Rest 0.2183 0.1085
Variance Waiting time Rest 0.5445 0.2246
Total parts 42488 42526
Total Emergency parts 7958 7710
Total Rest parts 34530 34816
% Priority Emergency 0.1872 0.1813
Not within due date 0.1135 0.1074

The other results remain almost the same, because the process becomes a FCFS process in
case all parts get the same lead-time.

Repair times

Two extreme value tests are done, first both values are set equal to 1.0 and second, a is set
equal to 10.0 and b to 1.0. From the results, in Table I.5, can be seen that the utilization
increases when a increases. Also the EBOs and the average throughput times increases.
These results can be explained because when a part has a longer repair time, the servers
are busy for a longer time, which results in a higher utilization. When the repair times are
longer, more backorders can occur during the time the parts are in repair. In this case the
model does what is expected.

I.3 Conclusion

From the results of the extreme value tests and the comparison with the exact calculation,
it can be stated that the Lead-time model does what we expect.
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Table I.4: Extreme value test: Different values for threshold for Lead-time model

Key Performance Indicator Threshold 0 Threshold 100
Utilization 0.8523 0.8627
EBO 12.5553 12.8809
Fill rate 0.7762 0.77548
Average Throughput time 14.4346 14.6646
Variance Throughput time 254.9843 272.9924
Average Throughput time Emergency 14.4346 0.0
Variance Throughput time Emergency 254.9843 0.0
Average Throughput time rest 0.0 14.6646
Variance Throughput time rest 0.0 272.9924
Average Waiting time 0.0748 0.1400
Variance Waiting time 0.2808 0.2382
Average Waiting time Emergency 0.0748 0.0
Variance Waiting time Emergency 0.2808 0.0
Average Waiting time Rest 0.0 0.0748
Variance Waiting time Rest 0.0 0.2808
Total parts 42432 42332
Total Emergency parts 4232 0
Total Rest parts 0 42332
% Priority Emergency 100 0
Not within due date 0.4941 0.0214

Table I.5: Extreme value test: Different values for repair times for Lead-time model

Key Performance Indicator a &b = 1 a=1 & b=10
Utilization 0.0635 0.6383
EBO 1.1934 8.4101
Fill rate 0.9010 0.8227
Average Throughput time 1.9889 10.9976
Variance Throughput time 0.9875 9.8932
Average Throughput time Emergency 2.0130 11.0111
Variance Throughput time Emergency 1.041 9.9077
Average Throughput time rest 1.9835 10.9976
Variance Throughput time rest 0.9753 9.8901
Average Waiting time 0.0 0.0
Variance Waiting time 0.0 0.0
Average Waiting time Emergency 0.0 0.0
Variance Waiting time Emergency 0.0 0.0
Average Waiting time Rest 0.0 0.0
Variance Waiting time Rest 0.0 0.0
Total parts 42687 42424
Total Emergency parts 7783 7953
Total Rest parts 34904 34483
% Priority Emergency 0.1823 0.1874
Not within due date 0.1821 0.1098
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Appendix J

Input parameters for Lagrange

In this appendix an overview of the parameters used in the optimization model are displayed.

Table J.1: Input parameters for Lagrange (For To-Be situations )

ID Demand rate
(month)

Investment Cost Repair time
(month)

Le

1 2.2500 34149.60 0.5065 0.5070
2 2.0833 7190.10 0.6905 0.6911
3 0.1389 713.98 0.6905 0.6911
4 0.0833 887.90 0.6905 0.6911
5 1.0000 9503.46 0.2597 0.2600
6 0.0486 2337.84 0.1948 0.1950
7 2.3333 9798.38 0.4545 0.4550
8 0.0556 33578.40 0.6905 0.6911
9 0.1389 157.99 0.3571 0.3575
10 0.1111 1243.97 0.5844 0.5850
11 0.5000 2334.65 0.0619 0.0620
12 0.6667 474.85 0.1948 0.1950
13 0.5000 486.54 0.0897 0.0898
14 0.1667 831.30 0.0325 0.0325
15 1.3333 1386.41 0.1726 0.1728
16 0.0104 4466.13 0.6234 0.6240
17 24.6667 616.76 0.6310 0.6316
18 6.6979 2744.24 0.5032 0.5038
19 0.1701 2212.26 0.6688 0.6695
20 0.0521 13865.91 1.2143 1.2155
21 0.1458 4466.13 0.6926 0.6933
22 0.3229 4785.92 0.4675 0.4680
23 0.0833 2303.84 0.2381 0.2383
24 0.1667 504.54 0.6905 0.6911
25 0.1760 8477.22 0.6905 0.6911
26 2.7050 13515.00 0.6905 0.6911
27 0.4163 3002.37 0.6905 0.6911
28 0.7363 215.20 0.6905 0.6911
29 5.5517 6414.93 0.6905 0.6911
Continued on next page
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ID Demand rate (month) Investment Cost Repair
time
(month)

Le

30 0.4700 732.36 0.6905 0.6911
31 0.8889 19444.61 0.8896 0.8905
32 0.9742 2744.99 0.6905 0.6911
33 1.9109 358.53 0.6905 0.6911
34 0.2500 1469.95 0.3301 0.3304
35 0.5723 555.90 0.6905 0.6911
36 0.0945 697.68 0.6905 0.6911
37 0.0194 5536.56 2.2403 2.2425
38 0.0556 1894.18 0.0487 0.0488
39 0.2778 999.48 0.6905 0.6911
40 0.3333 11300.42 1.4416 1.4430
41 0.2222 9876.82 0.2013 0.2015
42 1.2778 34149.60 0.3701 0.3705
43 0.2500 25852.92 0.6905 0.6911
44 0.6944 33747.34 0.8442 0.8450
45 4.3208 6859.50 0.6905 0.6911
46 3.5708 15274.50 0.6905 0.6911
47 0.7569 10980.49 1.9978 1.9998
48 0.2153 6279.94 6.7100 6.7167
49 0.0833 901.22 0.6905 0.6911
50 1.6111 34149.60 1.3052 1.3065
51 2.0417 12693.90 0.6905 0.6911
52 0.1389 5577.19 0.2922 0.2925
53 0.4167 10424.40 0.2110 0.2113
54 3.8833 8948.46 0.6905 0.6911
55 0.0278 846.60 0.6905 0.6911
56 0.3056 13831.20 0.5390 0.5395
57 0.5833 44627.32 1.7641 1.7658
58 0.5000 13076.40 0.6905 0.6911
59 0.5000 9373.90 2.0996 2.1017
60 0.5000 6853.24 0.5380 0.5386
61 0.2778 48123.36 0.5195 0.5200
62 0.5000 15274.50 0.6905 0.6911
63 0.2917 10995.60 1.1634 1.1646
64 1.0833 1449.42 0.0974 0.0975
65 0.6667 507.96 0.2110 0.2113
66 0.1667 585.59 0.0909 0.0910
67 0.3056 382.09 0.7143 0.7150
68 0.0208 15228.42 0.6088 0.6094
69 1.2083 1286.49 0.3377 0.3380
70 0.0833 658.21 0.1837 0.1838
71 1.4731 29978.82 0.2078 0.2080
72 2.3417 29978.21 0.2045 0.2048
73 1.0000 4388.71 0.5909 0.5915
74 0.2010 2109.16 1.7546 1.7563
Continued on next page
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ID Demand rate (month) Investment Cost Repair
time
(month)

Le

75 0.5405 3114.15 0.6905 0.6911
76 0.8611 15837.01 0.6234 0.6240
77 1.5000 12604.96 1.3442 1.3455
78 0.5556 4449.58 0.6201 0.6208
79 0.0255 3554.41 0.6905 0.6911
80 1.8185 18386.10 0.1721 0.1723
81 0.1389 995.01 0.4545 0.4550
82 8.0278 10608.00 0.6905 0.6911
83 2.2075 302.33 0.6905 0.6911
84 0.0556 355.01 0.6905 0.6911
85 0.0278 190.20 0.6905 0.6911
86 0.1111 3155.88 0.6905 0.6911
87 0.1667 2167.50 1.6039 1.6055
88 0.2778 3447.68 0.2381 0.2383
89 0.0556 12478.44 0.2305 0.2308
90 0.0972 15157.20 1.7614 1.7631
91 0.0833 8632.99 3.5227 3.5263
92 1.0000 24684.00 0.8084 0.8093
93 0.7242 14788.55 0.6905 0.6911
94 0.1667 370.11 0.1299 0.1300
95 2.0833 1217.98 0.0844 0.0845
96 1.5833 1377.00 0.6905 0.6911
97 6.8056 1039.38 0.1357 0.1359
98 0.5278 596.53 0.0866 0.0867
99 1.2167 934.41 0.6905 0.6911
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Appendix K

Input parameters for Chi models

In this appendix an overview of the input parameters for chi are given. In the first table
the values used in the As-Is situation are given and in the second table an overview of
the threshold and turn-around stock (outcome of optimization model) used in the To-Be
situation are given.

Table K.1: Input parameters for Chi models (For As-Is situation )

ID Adapted
Minlevel

Total require-
ments (monthly
demand)

repair time
(days)

a b Adapted
S level

1 8.0 2.2500 6.0375 9.4244 1.1823 8.0
2 7.0 14.4444 3.8340 1.0146 14.9708 20.0
3 1.0 0.1389 0.2604 1.0146 14.9708 0.0
4 1.0 0.0833 0.2604 1.0146 14.9708 1.0
5 3.0 1.0000 0.5313 3.4286 1.6667 14.0
6 0.0 0.0486 1.1458 1.0000 4.2857 8.0
7 6.0 2.3333 5.8567 8.7435 1.1437 16.0
8 1.0 0.0556 0.1667 1.0146 14.9708 0.0
9 2.0 0.1389 0.0750 1.0000 7.8571 23.0
10 0.0 0.1111 0.0750 1.0000 12.8571 16.0
11 3.0 0.5000 0.1500 1.1608 1.1737 20.0
12 2.0 0.6667 0.2708 1.0000 4.2857 116.0
13 1.0 0.5000 0.1021 2.9224 0.6755 6012.0
14 0.0 0.1667 0.0813 1.0000 0.7143 24.0
15 1.0 1.3333 0.0646 2.0763 1.8290 21.0
16 1.0 0.0104 1.8688 5.7640 2.3793 11.0
17 5.0 24.6667 0.4071 6.9616 1.9939 77.0
18 3.0 6.6979 1.8271 12.8323 0.8628 94.0
19 0.0 0.1701 1.6879 4.0441 3.6385 13.0
20 0.0 0.0521 3.3167 3.6162 7.3873 4.0
21 1.0 0.1458 2.2167 27.8639 0.5469 3.0
22 1.0 0.3229 2.3642 16.3133 0.6305 9.0
23 0.0 0.0833 0.2054 23.0476 0.2273 21.0
24 0.0 0.1667 0.2138 1.0146 14.9708 8.0
25 0.0 0.1760 4.7729 1.0146 14.9708 0.0
Continued on next page
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ID Adapted
Minlevel

Total require-
ments (monthly
demand)

repair time
(days)

a b Adapted
S level

26 0.0 2.7050 10.9708 1.0146 14.9708 1.0
27 0.0 0.4163 0.0730 1.0146 14.9708 0.0
28 0.0 0.7363 0.0730 1.0146 14.9708 46.0
29 0.0 5.5517 0.3971 1.0146 14.9708 1.0
30 0.0 0.4700 0.0305 1.0146 14.9708 0.0
31 3.0 0.8889 1.6417 1.5683 12.4794 30.0
32 0.0 0.9742 1.8766 1.0146 14.9708 14.0
33 0.0 1.9109 0.2635 1.0146 14.9708 175.0
34 2.0 0.2500 0.4792 30.7013 0.2365 8.0
35 0.0 0.5723 0.2333 1.0146 14.9708 10.0
36 0.0 0.0945 0.1125 1.0146 14.9708 0.0
37 0.0 0.0194 1.0750 0.7869 62.6294 0.0
38 0.0 0.0556 0.3500 1.0000 1.0714 0.0
39 1.0 0.2778 0.3021 1.0146 14.9708 17.0
40 1.0 0.3333 6.3125 1.8703 16.9570 53.0
41 1.0 0.2222 1.3125 7.2681 0.6093 49.0
42 1.0 1.2778 1.9083 0.7734 10.5291 3.0
43 0.0 0.2500 1.5333 1.0146 14.9708 0.0
44 3.0 0.6944 1.9083 0.9249 20.0794 7.0
45 1.0 4.3208 0.7813 1.0146 14.9708 1.0
46 0.0 3.5708 1.6354 1.0146 14.9708 0.0
47 2.0 0.7569 1.4958 1.6670 26.3654 8.0
48 1.0 0.2153 1.4750 1.0000 147.6190 4.0
49 1.0 0.0833 0.4167 1.0146 14.9708 5.0
50 6.0 1.6111 1.9250 0.8438 34.0314 23.0
51 0.0 2.0417 1.4583 1.0146 14.9708 9.0
52 1.0 0.1389 0.9479 1.0000 6.4286 18.0
53 2.0 0.4167 0.9479 1.0000 4.6429 29.0
54 0.0 3.8833 1.8033 1.0146 14.9708 7.0
55 0.0 0.0278 0.0792 1.0146 14.9708 3.0
56 1.0 0.3056 1.7902 3.7554 3.1574 39.0
57 3.0 0.5833 9.7917 3.7638 10.3111 2.0
58 1.0 0.5000 1.3958 1.0146 14.9708 2.0
59 1.0 0.5000 1.0729 13.0545 3.5383 9.0
60 1.0 0.5000 1.0729 1.7097 6.9232 9.0
61 2.0 0.2778 1.7500 4.7407 2.4107 12.0
62 0.0 0.5000 2.3229 1.0146 14.9708 1.0
63 1.0 0.2917 1.7917 5.0180 5.1007 4.0
64 4.0 1.0833 0.0521 0.3416 6.2728 14.0
65 2.0 0.6667 0.1875 1.0000 4.6429 5.0
66 1.0 0.1667 0.2354 5.1354 0.3895 9.0
67 2.0 0.3056 0.0833 1.0000 15.7143 5.0
68 0.0 0.0208 1.9979 57.3980 0.2333 3.0
69 5.0 1.2083 0.5071 1.4223 5.2228 55.0
70 1.0 0.0833 0.1146 4.8156 0.8390 30.0
Continued on next page
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ID Adapted
Minlevel

Total require-
ments (monthly
demand)

repair time
(days)

a b Adapted
S level

71 5.0 1.4731 8.0313 8.3027 0.5506 10.0
72 8.0 2.3417 3.0313 12.7121 0.3540 14.0
73 5.0 1.0000 2.3021 6.7508 1.9257 26.0
74 0.0 0.2010 0.6125 17.0936 2.2582 10.0
75 1.0 0.5405 0.2083 1.0146 14.9708 9.0
76 2.0 0.8611 2.2854 7.6517 1.7923 15.0
77 3.0 1.5000 2.3271 0.2894 102.1747 10.0
78 3.0 0.5556 2.3063 4.9529 2.7545 3.0
79 0.0 0.0255 0.6771 1.0146 14.9708 2.0
80 5.0 1.8185 2.2902 7.0030 0.5406 9.0
81 1.0 0.1389 0.2604 1.0000 10.0000 0.0
82 7.0 8.0278 2.2500 1.0146 14.9708 46.0
83 0.0 2.2075 0.1042 1.0146 14.9708 0.0
84 0.0 0.0556 0.3750 1.0146 14.9708 14.0
85 0.0 0.0278 0.2083 1.0146 14.9708 7.0
86 0.0 0.1111 0.1354 1.0146 14.9708 10.0
87 2.0 0.1667 0.1354 1.0000 35.2857 5.0
88 3.0 0.2778 1.2292 3.1026 1.6883 1.0
89 1.0 0.0556 2.4567 2.5135 2.0177 10.0
90 1.0 0.0972 1.1563 1.8164 21.3331 1.0
91 0.0 0.0833 0.5104 4.6706 16.5932 2.0
92 5.0 1.0000 7.0292 2.9417 6.0461 3.0
93 0.0 0.7242 2.3767 1.0146 14.9708 0.0
94 3.0 0.1667 0.1792 1.0000 2.8571 11.0
95 9.0 2.0833 0.0938 84.5000 0.0220 53.0
96 7.0 1.5833 0.0938 1.0146 14.9708 34.0
97 12.0 6.8056 0.2917 3.4886 0.8559 39.0
98 3.0 0.5278 0.2188 6.5641 0.2902 22.0
99 0.0 1.2167 0.1250 1.0146 14.9708 3.0

In Table K.2. the values for the turn-around stock and the threshold are given for the
To-Be situation. in case the optimization model is aligned on a EBO of 3 or an EBO 12.7.
In the Min-max model. the minimum level is used as input parameter. To convert the
threshold to the minimum level. the threshold must be subtracted from the turn-around
stock. These values can be used as minimum level.

Table K.2: Input Chi Threshold level & turn-around stock (For To-Be situations)

ID EBO 12.7. Lr = 88 EBO 3. Lr = 88
Threshold Turn-around stock Threshold Turn-around stock

1 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0
2 12.0 12.0 13.0 11.0
3 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
4 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
5 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.0
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ID EBO 12.7. Lr = 88 EBO 3. Lr = 88
6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
7 11.0 11.0 12.0 10.0
8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
10 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
11 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0
12 7.0 7.0 8.0 8.0
13 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
14 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
15 10.0 10.0 11.0 11.0
16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 139.0 137.0 143.0 130.0
18 39.0 39.0 41.0 38.0
19 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0
20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
21 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
22 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
23 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
24 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0
25 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
26 11.0 10.0 12.0 9.0
27 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0
28 9.0 9.0 10.0 10.0
29 31.0 30.0 33.0 29.0
30 6.0 6.0 7.0 7.0
31 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0
32 8.0 8.0 9.0 8.0
33 17.0 17.0 18.0 17.0
34 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0
35 7.0 7.0 8.0 8.0
36 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0
37 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
38 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
39 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0
40 2.0 2.0 3.0 2.0
41 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
42 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
44 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
45 24.0 23.0 26.0 23.0
46 12.0 10.0 13.0 9.0
47 5.0 4.0 6.0 3.0
48 4.0 3.0 5.0 3.0
49 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
50 1.0 0.0 3.0 0.0
51 9.0 8.0 10.0 8.0
52 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
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ID EBO 12.7. Lr = 88 EBO 3. Lr = 88
53 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
54 20.0 19.0 22.0 19.0
55 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
56 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
57 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0
58 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0
59 4.0 3.0 5.0 3.0
60 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.0
61 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
62 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
63 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
64 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0
65 7.0 7.0 8.0 8.0
66 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
67 5.0 5.0 6.0 6.0
68 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
69 10.0 10.0 11.0 11.0
70 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
71 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
72 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
73 7.0 7.0 8.0 7.0
74 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.0
75 5.0 5.0 6.0 6.0
76 1.0 0.0 2.0 1.0
77 8.0 7.0 9.0 6.0
78 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.0
79 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
80 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
81 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0
82 39.0 36.0 41.0 34.0
83 19.0 19.0 21.0 20.0
84 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
85 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
86 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
87 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0
88 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0
89 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
90 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
91 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
92 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0
93 1.0 0.0 3.0 2.0
94 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
95 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0
96 13.0 13.0 14.0 13.0
97 40.0 40.0 41.0 41.0
98 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
99 11.0 11.0 12.0 11.0
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Appendix L

Results

In this appendix overview of the results are given. For every situation a table is generated
with the averages and standard deviations and a table with the upper and lower bounds is
given.

Table L.1: Simulation Min-max As-Is

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization 0.9800 0.9727 0.9607 0.9473 0.8970 0.8644
EBO 12.9314 12.7896 12.8689 12.8687 12.6988 12.7503
Fill rate 0.8424 0.8425 0.8425 0.8426 0.8430 0.8430
Throughput time µ 23.8284 19.9977 17.4260 16.2723 14.7903 14.6369

σ 31.2885 22.1326 4.1744 17.1954 16.7488 16.6811
Throughput time prio µ 16.5305 16.5201 16.5765 16.5418 16.4102 16.4923

σ 15.3801 15.8819 15.8229 15.4357 15.5961 15.7596
Throughput time rest µ 25.7210 20.8843 17.6430 16.2045 14.3843 14.1675

σ 33.8113 23.3219 19.0821 17.6101 17.0030 16.8746
Waiting time µ 9.4282 5.5563 2.9845 1.8493 0.3669 0.1314

σ 26.8794 14.8367 8.6612 5.3467 1.5374 0.8363
Waiting time prio µ 0.1704 0.1562 0.1332 0.1111 0.0486 0.0233

σ 0.2125 0.2096 0.0394 0.0347 0.0178 0.0085
Waiting time rest µ 11.8264 6.9336 3.7097 2.2909 0.4468 0.1587

σ 29.5066 16.2539 9.5396 5.8975 1.7087 0.9328
Minrate 0.8237 0.8243 0.8249 0.8254 0.8269 0.8249
Percentage prio 0.2049 0.2032 0.2024 0.2023 0.2005 0.2020

Table L.2: Lower and upper bounds Min-max As-Is

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization LB 0.9773 0.9689 0.9574 0.9440 0.7618 0.8610

UB 0.9827 0.9766 0.9640 0.9507 0.9449 0.8679
EBO LB 12.8320 12.6695 12.7751 12.7583 12.5670 12.6566

UB 13.0309 12.9096 12.9627 12.9791 12.7476 12.8440
Fill rate LB 0.8421 0.8421 0.8422 0.8421 0.8427 0.8427

UB 0.8428 0.8428 0.8428 0.8430 0.8433 0.8433
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C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Average TH LB 20.8688 18.5903 16.7676 15.9714 14.7216 14.5829

UB 26.7880 21.4052 18.0844 16.5733 14.8469 14.6908
Average TH prio LB 16.4091 16.4471 16.4787 16.4608 16.3188 16.4183

UB 16.6518 16.5932 16.6744 16.6227 16.4754 16.5664
Average TH rest LB 22.0003 19.1355 16.8230 15.8355 14.3058 14.1071

UB 29.4418 22.6331 18.4630 16.5736 14.4562 14.2279
Average WT LB 6.4965 4.1837 2.3427 1.5757 0.2935 0.1148

UB 12.3598 6.9289 3.6263 2.1230 0.4063 0.1480
Average WT prio LB 0.1644 0.1491 0.1275 0.1057 0.0407 0.0218

UB 0.1763 0.1632 0.1390 0.1166 0.0519 0.0249
Average WT rest LB 8.1191 5.2167 2.9028 1.9480 0.3566 0.1382

UB 15.5337 8.6505 4.5167 2.6339 0.4955 0.1792
Minrate LB 0.8226 0.8232 0.8238 0.8243 0.8257 0.8237

UB 0.8248 0.8255 0.8260 0.8265 0.8283 0.8260

Table L.3: Simulation output Lead-time As-Is

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization 0.9839 0.9750 0.9651 0.9534 0.9019 0.8640
EBO 20.5285 14.8848 14.0578 13.5981 12.9380 12.8371
Fill rate 0.7792 0.8179 0.8260 0.8334 0.8418 0.8427
TH µ 26.8276 20.0316 18.3563 16.9201 14.9186 14.6456

σ 22.3323 18.6564 4.2844 17.1783 16.8408 16.6025
TH prio µ 16.4412 16.3615 16.4377 16.4712 16.3591 16.2773

σ 14.9094 14.8452 14.9133 15.0047 14.9924 14.9637
TH rest µ 29.3637 20.9246 18.8235 17.0286 14.5698 14.2505

σ 22.7684 19.3244 18.1825 17.6589 17.2402 16.9515
WT µ 12.3602 5.5452 3.8398 2.4123 0.3976 0.1342

σ 15.2953 8.4905 6.2662 4.7161 1.1316 0.6088
WT prio µ 0.2038 0.1525 0.1345 0.1144 0.0482 0.0225

σ 0.6670 0.2015 0.0373 0.0367 0.0159 0.0079
WT rest µ 15.3277 6.8567 4.7399 2.9694 0.4824 0.1613

σ 15.1996 8.9091 6.6058 5.0825 1.2439 0.6740
Whitin due date 0.9080 0.9135 0.9133 0.9137 0.9148 0.9154
Percentage prio 0.1960 0.1954 0.1952 0.1955 0.1952 0.1952

Table L.4: Lower and upper bounds Lead-time As-Is

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization LB 0.9807 0.9722 0.9613 0.9501 0.8989 0.8612

UP 0.9871 0.9777 0.9689 0.9567 0.9050 0.8669
Average TH LB 23.3920 18.9708 17.4525 16.5222 14.8339 14.5971

UP 30.2632 21.0925 19.2601 17.3181 15.0034 14.6941
Average TH prio LB 16.3376 16.2780 16.3662 16.3808 16.2500 16.2052

UP 16.5447 16.4450 16.5092 16.5615 16.4682 16.3494
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C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Average TH rest LB 25.0946 19.5963 17.7059 16.5468 14.4755 14.1961

UP 33.6328 22.2528 19.9411 17.5104 14.6641 14.3048
Fill rate LB 0.7600 0.8118 0.8204 0.8311 0.8414 0.8424

UP 0.7985 0.8241 0.8316 0.8356 0.8422 0.8430
EBO LB 16.4506 14.1869 13.5321 13.3489 12.7795 12.7338

UP 24.6063 15.5827 14.5834 13.8473 13.0965 12.9404
Average WT LB 8.9385 4.4955 2.9573 2.0245 0.3445 0.1107

UP 15.7818 6.5948 4.7224 2.8000 0.4508 0.1577
Average WT prio LB 0.1384 0.1466 0.1278 0.1091 0.0446 0.0201

UP 0.2692 0.1584 0.1411 0.1198 0.0519 0.0249
Average WT rest LB 11.0714 5.5509 3.6405 2.4897 0.4169 0.1325

UP 19.5840 8.1625 5.8392 3.4492 0.5478 0.1900

Table L.5: Simulation output Min-max To-Be

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization 0.9855 0.9784 0.9660 0.9541 0.9014 0.8650
EBO 9.4578 9.2086 9.0865 9.0357 8.8873 8.9065
Fill rate 0.8372 0.8392 0.8401 0.8398 0.8432 0.8430
TH µ 25.9305 22.4468 18.6452 17.0855 14.9456 14.6411

σ 36.1742 31.4811 4.3180 18.8672 16.6548 16.6607
TH prio µ 14.6750 14.6419 14.6317 14.5862 14.4276 14.4025

σ 17.0832 16.9104 16.7003 17.4838 16.8416 16.7480
TH rest µ 28.1739 23.9900 19.4134 17.5637 15.0420 14.6850

σ 38.5415 33.4218 19.5284 19.0666 16.6189 16.6422
WT µ 11.4263 7.9485 4.1318 2.5848 0.4422 0.1299

σ 32.4695 26.9917 10.4754 8.7766 1.5785 0.6314
WT prio µ 0.1768 0.1604 0.1398 0.1180 0.0518 0.0242

σ 0.1992 0.1923 0.0356 0.0312 0.0160 0.0080
WT rest µ 13.6716 9.4905 4.8961 3.0573 0.5147 0.1497

σ 35.1928 29.3087 11.2344 9.4729 1.7060 0.6847
Minrate 0.9045 0.9051 0.9051 0.9046 0.9076 0.9076
Percentage prio 0.1634 0.1610 0.1598 0.1608 0.1567 0.1570

Table L.6: Upper and lower bounds Min-max To-Be

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization LB 0.9832 0.9743 0.9627 0.9508 0.8984 0.8620

UP 0.9879 0.9825 0.9693 0.9573 0.9044 0.8680
Average TH LB 23.4464 19.6209 17.6433 16.2900 14.8434 14.5814

UP 28.4147 25.2727 19.6471 17.8809 15.0478 14.7009
Average TH prio LB 14.5399 14.4966 14.5310 14.4599 14.3553 14.2788

UP 14.8100 14.7873 14.7323 14.7125 14.4999 14.5263
Average TH rest LB 25.1530 20.5731 18.2265 16.6284 14.9232 14.6187

UP 31.1948 27.4070 20.6004 18.4990 15.1607 14.7513
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C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Fill rate LB 0.8323 0.8362 0.8387 0.8384 0.8419 0.8416

UP 0.8421 0.8423 0.8416 0.8412 0.8445 0.8445
EBO LB 9.0270 8.9926 8.9557 8.9370 8.8012 8.7940

UP 9.8885 9.4246 9.2173 9.1345 8.9734 9.0190
Average WT LB 8.9599 5.1516 3.1414 1.7937 0.3591 0.1061

UP 13.8927 10.7453 5.1222 3.3758 0.5253 0.1538
Average WT prio LB 0.1709 0.1522 0.1333 0.1129 0.0490 0.0218

UP 0.1828 0.1685 0.1462 0.1232 0.0546 0.0266
Average WT rest LB 10.6574 6.0890 3.7126 2.1162 0.4168 0.1217

UP 16.6857 12.8919 6.0796 3.9985 0.6126 0.1777
Minrate LB 0.9027 0.9030 0.9037 0.9033 0.9064 0.9065

UP 0.9063 0.9072 0.9065 0.9058 0.9088 0.9088

Table L.7: Simulation output Lead-time To-Be

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization 0.9867 0.9751 0.9678 0.9572 0.9020 0.8669
EBO 18.2014 11.6284 10.8043 9.9195 9.0498 8.8980
Fill rate 0.7905 0.8132 0.8182 0.8278 0.8400 0.8422
TH µ 29.1523 19.9427 18.4509 16.8970 14.9236 14.6574

σ 22.9314 18.3521 4.2955 17.2927 16.5705 16.7608
TH prio µ 14.3832 14.2929 14.3199 14.2422 14.2334 14.2080

σ 16.1385 15.9832 16.0294 15.8656 16.0182 15.9868
TH rest µ 31.6959 20.9060 19.1566 17.3504 15.0418 14.7342

σ 22.4463 18.5376 17.7165 17.4792 16.6597 16.8893
WT µ 14.6581 5.4377 3.9335 2.3737 0.4203 0.1325

σ 15.6474 7.6161 5.7949 4.0665 1.1789 0.5823
WT prio µ 0.1895 0.1464 0.1326 0.1123 0.0461 0.0217

σ 0.5953 0.1974 0.0359 0.0322 0.0153 0.0076
WT rest µ 17.1502 6.3396 4.5828 2.7598 0.4845 0.1513

σ 14.8716 7.8492 6.0018 4.2585 1.2632 0.6266
Whitin due date 0.9105 0.9168 0.9173 0.9176 0.9184 0.9193
Percentage prio 0.1462 0.1461 0.1460 0.1460 0.1463 0.1457

Table L.8: Upper and lower bounds Lead-time To-Be

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization LB 0.9834 0.9727 0.9649 0.9541 0.8992 0.8640

UP 0.9899 0.9775 0.9707 0.9603 0.9047 0.8698
Average TH LB 23.9454 19.0440 17.7530 16.3916 14.8538 14.6088

UP 34.3591 20.8414 19.1489 17.4024 14.9935 14.7060
Average TH prio LB 14.2695 14.2096 14.2310 14.1396 14.1464 14.1025

UP 14.4968 14.3762 14.4088 14.3447 14.3203 14.3134
Average TH rest LB 25.5855 19.8603 18.3401 16.7641 14.9640 14.6803

UP 37.8063 21.9516 19.9730 17.9367 15.1196 14.7880
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C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Fill rate LB 0.7784 0.8104 0.8148 0.8250 0.8382 0.8407

UP 0.8025 0.8160 0.8216 0.8305 0.8418 0.8438
EBO LB 13.9322 11.0662 10.3886 9.6169 8.9186 8.7809

UP 22.4705 12.1907 11.2199 10.2220 9.1810 9.0151
Average WT LB 9.4707 4.5475 3.2523 1.8918 0.3732 0.1141

UP 19.8455 6.3280 4.6148 2.8557 0.4675 0.1509
Average WT prio LB 0.1509 0.1421 0.1265 0.1072 0.0438 0.0198

UP 0.2282 0.1508 0.1388 0.1174 0.0484 0.0236
Average WT rest LB 11.0626 5.3019 3.7858 2.1961 0.4293 0.1301

UP 23.2378 7.3773 5.3799 3.3235 0.5396 0.1725

Table L.9: Simulation output Min-max To-Be (EBO 3)

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization 0.9876 0.9782 0.9668 0.9547 0.9008 0.8640
EBO 3.0371 2.5059 2.4534 2.4549 2.3567 2.3334
Fill rate 0.9124 0.9233 0.9248 0.9236 0.9250 0.9261
TH µ 28.3767 21.2304 18.4825 16.6372 14.8481 14.6469

σ 59.2453 22.0836 4.2991 16.9015 16.4980 16.8131
TH prio µ 16.4497 16.5829 16.4589 16.4714 16.3832 16.4031

σ 18.6254 18.3189 18.3201 18.2970 18.1031 18.5885
TH rest µ 30.1696 21.7942 18.7241 16.6565 14.6677 14.4412

σ 63.2685 22.4109 18.0842 16.7221 16.2881 16.5822
WT µ 13.8325 6.7109 3.9722 2.1476 0.3717 0.1219

σ 57.0506 14.8470 7.8600 4.4114 1.3088 0.5808
WT prio µ 0.1971 0.1563 0.1367 0.1175 0.0496 0.0247

σ 0.4153 0.1909 0.0344 0.0308 0.0150 0.0079
WT rest µ 15.8590 7.5055 4.4294 2.3924 0.4099 0.1332

σ 61.2720 15.5025 8.1803 4.6063 1.3779 0.6119
Minrate 0.8883 0.8974 0.8988 0.8977 0.8993 0.8999
Percentage prio 0.1229 0.1078 0.1061 0.1077 0.1051 0.1047

Table L.10: Upper and lower bounds Min-max To-Be (EBO 3)

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization LB 0.9852 0.9752 0.9642 0.9519 0.8981 0.8619

UP 0.9900 0.9812 0.9695 0.9575 0.9035 0.8661
Average TH LB 24.6348 19.9081 17.7863 16.4153 14.7648 14.6037

UP 32.1187 22.5526 19.1786 16.8592 14.9315 14.6902
Average TH prio LB 16.3106 16.4622 16.3336 16.3366 16.2703 16.1932

UP 16.5888 16.7036 16.5842 16.6063 16.4960 16.6131
Average TH rest LB 25.8222 20.3187 17.9460 16.4132 14.5808 14.4045

UP 34.5170 23.2697 19.5023 16.8997 14.7545 14.4779
Fill rate LB 0.9013 0.9220 0.9239 0.9225 0.9238 0.9247

UP 0.9236 0.9246 0.9257 0.9248 0.9263 0.9274
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C 83 84 85 86 91 95
EBO LB 2.4378 2.4433 2.3983 2.3922 2.2940 2.2740

UP 3.6365 2.5684 2.5085 2.5177 2.4195 2.3928
Average WT LB 10.1220 5.4084 3.2944 1.9430 0.3021 0.1061

UP 17.5429 8.0134 4.6499 2.3521 0.4414 0.1376
Average WT prio LB 0.1535 0.1504 0.1310 0.1131 0.0464 0.0228

UP 0.2408 0.1623 0.1423 0.1218 0.0528 0.0266
Average WT rest LB 11.5444 6.0431 3.6678 2.1642 0.3319 0.1159

UP 20.1737 8.9680 5.1910 2.6207 0.4878 0.1505
Minrate LB 0.8771 0.8961 0.8978 0.8965 0.8980 0.8983

UP 0.8995 0.8988 0.8998 0.8990 0.9005 0.9014

Table L.11: Simulation output Lead-time To-Be (EBO 3)

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization 0.9829 0.9779 0.9606 0.9489 0.8991 0.8647
EBO 7.2391 5.4530 3.3753 2.9839 2.4672 2.4293
Fill rate 0.8790 0.8882 0.9070 0.9129 0.9228 0.9238
TH µ 24.6735 21.4491 17.4581 16.3527 14.8278 14.6158

σ 20.0276 18.9725 4.1783 16.8402 16.5612 16.6001
TH prio µ 14.4963 14.5515 14.4580 14.3806 14.3622 14.3826

σ 16.2600 16.4406 16.2378 16.1124 16.2680 16.2699
TH rest µ 26.3741 22.6039 17.9553 16.6823 14.9055 14.6545

σ 19.9005 19.0843 17.3168 16.9339 16.6082 16.6539
WT µ 10.2251 6.9583 2.9971 1.9131 0.3606 0.1176

σ 11.5662 9.0483 4.9407 3.6873 1.0731 0.5175
WT prio µ 0.1629 0.1520 0.1192 0.1010 0.0435 0.0199

σ 0.2170 0.2782 0.0331 0.0300 0.0294 0.0066
WT rest µ 11.9066 8.0971 3.4742 2.2160 0.4136 0.1339

σ 11.3446 9.2264 5.1507 3.8887 1.1483 0.5558
Whitin due date 0.9178 0.9185 0.9201 0.9199 0.9209 0.9218
Percentage prio 0.1431 0.1435 0.1424 0.1430 0.1433 0.1423

Table L.12: Upper and lower bounds Lead-time To-Be (EBO 3)

C 83 84 85 86 91 95
Utilization LB 0.9797 0.9748 0.9575 0.9449 0.8960 0.8605

UP 0.9861 0.9810 0.9636 0.9529 0.9021 0.8688
Average TH LB 21.6380 20.1557 16.8173 15.9635 14.7625 14.5535

UP 27.7090 22.7426 18.0988 16.7419 14.8930 14.6781
Average TH prio LB 14.4194 14.4535 14.3716 14.2642 14.2642 14.2929

UP 14.5732 14.6496 14.5444 14.4969 14.4601 14.4722
Average TH rest LB 22.8337 21.0911 17.2077 16.2332 14.8309 14.5829

UP 29.9145 24.1167 18.7030 17.1315 14.9801 14.7261
Fill rate LB 0.8713 0.8831 0.9036 0.9101 0.9216 0.9221

UP 0.8867 0.8934 0.9103 0.9157 0.9241 0.9255
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C 83 84 85 86 91 95
EBO LB 5.3940 4.7290 3.0735 2.7906 2.3985 2.3594

UP 9.0842 6.1769 3.6770 3.1772 2.5359 2.4992
Average WT LB 7.2144 5.6765 2.3728 1.5577 0.3229 0.0928

UP 13.2359 8.2401 3.6214 2.2685 0.3983 0.1424
Average WT prio LB 0.1565 0.1453 0.1140 0.0944 0.0410 0.0173

UP 0.1693 0.1587 0.1244 0.1075 0.0461 0.0225
Average WT rest LB 8.3925 6.6029 2.7474 1.8010 0.3699 0.1053

UP 15.4207 9.5913 4.2011 2.6310 0.4574 0.1625
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